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  1.     PREFACE     

          ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS, AND ABOUT THE MANUAL 

 
 Graeme Jackson             Pre-war    Allan Fabry                      MGC 
Matthew Magilton             Pre-war   David Brewster                RV8 
 David Hutchings              MGA and overall  Peter Varley                     RV8           
 Terry Sheppard               MGA and overall    
 Garry Kemm                    MGA     Geoff Fowles                    MGB and overall 
 Lance Crawshaw             MGA    Frank Seymour                MGB 
    
 The Queensland Concours Manual has been used as the starting point in the preparation of the MGCC Vic 
Manual. We wanted to bring about some changes without departing too radically, as it is seen as important 
that our State Manual should provide as seamless as possible a transition to National Concours events.  
We thank the MGCCQ for the use of parts of their Concours Manual. 

This manual provides information on the Victorian concours.  National concours information can be 
accessed via the links provided 

. We chose to make the Originality Guides more user friendly without the need for cross-referencing. We 
also came to the conclusion that it would be an improvement to organise the items alphabetically. This 
makes the Guides for the longer run models such as the MGA and MGB easier to use by virtue of having 
complete pages for each model update/variant rather than continuous “production run updates” from the 
first model on. In this way our owners and judges can copy the relevant pages of their model/variant to get 
the complete picture. This means a bigger Manual overall, but we feel that as it will, in the main, be referred 
to on-line, this should not be a problem. 

 Concours events, due to their very nature, quite often generate controversy and differences of opinion. The 
truth is, of course, that no two people will always have exactly the same technical knowledge. In addition to 
this, people inevitably have different ideas on the subjective issues such as paint quality, chrome, patina, 
general preparation etc etc. 

 Our hope is that over the years, this Manual will help to lessen differences of opinion by raising the base 
line of model knowledge, as well as exactly how a Concours is run. This is the reason why our Originality 
Guides, in a lot of cases, contain more basic items. But it must be remembered that the Originality Guides 
are only part of the picture. More detail is available from a multitude of sources and may well be used by 
the judges to separate cars that are quite close in quality and preparation. Both are necessary for the 
continuity of knowledge, and we hope that this Manual will play its part in ensuring that the “MG knowledge” 
is passed on. 

 We hope also that our judges become even better trained and knowledgeable so that more accurate and 
consistent scores are arrived at. In this, all entrants in the Concours, owe a debt of gratitude for the work 
our judges put in. And for their dedication. 

 
 
David Hutchings 
Concours Director,  
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2. THE CONCOURS EVENT 
 

2.1 History 
Concours d’Elegance is a French term meaning literally Parade of Elegance. The event originated in 
the French capital, Paris, around the beginning of the twentieth century. European couture houses 
showcased fashion collections in combination with exquisite custom coachwork on automobiles of the 
day.  

Fashion models, dressed in the latest garments, would drive new automobiles up to a reviewing stand. 
Usually the cars were expensive, being adorned with custom coachwork. In many cases they were one-
of-a-kind. The models would then step out and show the car and fashion ‘to the world’. Both the cars 
and the fashions were judged and awards given based on beauty, style and design. The event grew in 
popularity and spread around Europe with similar events in Italy and England both of which had at that 
time world class automotive and fashion industries.  

The Second World War saw an interruption to such activities, but with a new generation of interest in 
the 1950’s the concept spread further to Australia, Philippines and the United States.  

2.2 The Organisation of the Concours 
The MGCC VIC runs an annual Concours d’Elegance usually early in the calendar year.  The exact dates 
depend upon availability of suitable venues and available dates in the Club calendar.  Such events have 
been run annually since the first Concours in 1966.  It is referred to as the Open Concours. 

The Concours is organised by individual class divisions that generally correspond to the various models and 
variants of each model and includes the broader pre-war (Second World War 1939-1945) class and 
variations, and modern models post January 2000.  Thus there are, for example, three MGA classes, nine 
MGB classes (not including the MGC).  These classes are fully listed in section 3.1. 

At the end of the Concours when all the individual class winners have been declared, outright qualifiers are 
selected by a specially convened judging panel.  For this part of the event, the qualifiers for outright placings 
are the first place getters in each of the open Concours classes. From these, first, second and third places 
are selected.  
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In addition to the foregoing, there is a separate, concurrently held and judged competition for vehicles 
competing in the ‘Club Competition’.  The Concours for these cars and their owners is but one event of a 
dozen or more which are held throughout the year.  As most of these cars are usually modified in one or 
more ways, originality is not one of the aspects of the cars scored by the judges.  These cars are judged on 
presentation, appeal, cleanliness and engineering.  There are no trophies for this part of the Concours – the 
participants are instead awarded points that go towards their annual total for all the events in the Club 
Competition. 

Cars entered in the Club Competition section can also be entered in the Open Concours.  Naturally 
they suffer to a greater or lesser degree in the scoring of originality that applies in the Open Concours. 

2.3 Significance of the Concours 
Certainly, the Concours is a traditional activity for one-make car clubs – it has always been done this 
way and most car clubs worldwide carry on the tradition, in one way or another.  There are also all-
make Concours events in many countries, organised on a commercial basis.  Many of these, like the 
Pebble Beach Concours in the United States, have assumed iconic status. 

Members of our Club often ask ‘why do we have a Concours?’  There are many good reasons, some of 
which are: 

• Many members like this kind of event as it suits their type of vehicle and the use to which they 
choose to put it. 
 
• It is an important way for new members of our Club to start to acclimatise to the Club and the 
various models of MG. 
 
• It is a way of showing our cars to the public.  That is, those who appreciate MGs and who may 
have owned on in the past or those who are considering acquiring one. 
 
• It encourages our owners to take pride in their MG’s, to take care of them and to ‘share’ them with 
others 
 
• It encourages pride both in the MG make and our car Club. 
 
• It helps to keep alive the MG tradition and the knowledge of our cars – for competitors and judges 
alike. 
 
• We usually sign up new members at our Concours events and this is an important bonus for the 
Club. 
 
• A Concours win or placing is a prestigious award that tends to increase the value and saleability 
of a car whether the car be fresh off the restoration ‘assembly line’ or a car of older restoration that 
has weathered well and has been well cared for.  Examples of both are numerous in the Club and 
both are capable of taking out a first place at a particular Concours meeting 
 

• Above all, the annual Concours is a social event with lots of time for members of the Club to make 
friends and to catch up with old ones 

 
• It is the biggest event in the club calendar and attracts 150 cars and sometimes 200 or more. 

 

There is nothing better than on a sunny day joining together with 200-300 other MG members and 
their cars.  If you have not yet done this, give it a go ! 

Talk to your Register Captain or Concours Co-ordinator.  Come along to the next Concours event – 
you will be very welcome whether your car is entered or not.  It is a great day out ! 
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2.4 The Concours Officials 
 

The CONCOURS DIRECTOR is appointed by the MGCC Vic Main Board. 
The Concours Director is responsible for organising the Concours.  This includes the selection of 
the venue, the planning of the day, the publicity to Club Members and the financial result.  The 
detailed responsibilities are spelt out in Section 2.5. 
 
The REGISTER CONCOURS CO-ORDINATORS are responsible for the judging of the individual 
classes of their particular Register.  This includes the selection and training of judges, organisation 
of ‘how to’ functions for judges and Register Members, and advice to the Concours Director of any 
changes required to the Concours Manual relevant to the individual classes of the Register. They 
are also responsible for co-ordinating their Register’s judges on Concours day.  
The Concours Co-ordinators are appointed by the Register Captain and the members of the 
Register Committee. If no Co-ordinator(s) is appointed, the Register Captain will carry out the duties 
of the Register Co-ordinator so that the Registers’ cars can be properly judged. 

 
The CHIEF JUDGE is appointed by the Concours Director and is responsible for the smooth 
running of the judging of all cars entered in the Concours.   He also liaises with the Register Co-
ordinators and the Concours Director to achieve this.  The main task on the day is to ensure that all 
judging sheets, accurately completed, are lodged in good time at the Administration Desk as set out 
in the Time Schedule for the event.  
The Chief Judge also keeps a watching brief over the recruitment and training of judges at the 
Register level and is responsible for advising the Concours Director of any factors likely to influence 
the successful running of the next Concours event.   

 
The REGISTER JUDGES are responsible for the actual judging of all cars entered in the Concours. 
They must be fully conversant with the models that they will be judging and with this Concours 
Manual (especially the Originality Guides).  Their main task is to ensure accurate, fair, consistent 
and timely judging of the entrants – especially important is the timely submission of their judging 
sheets.  Judges may not judge any model where their own car is entered in the same class on the 
same day. 

 
 

  *    *   *   *   *   *   *   *    
 
 
All the above people are volunteers who give up their time throughout the year and on Concours 
Day to assist in running the event. Entrants MUST NOT harass or attempt to influence any of these 
officials.  They work extremely hard to ensure that the most deserving cars are identified and 
properly judged. 
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2.5 Officials’ Duties and Responsibilities  

1.  Concours Director 
 1.1   Appoint the Chief Judge and Set-out Co-ordinator 

 1.2   Select the Concours venue each year 

 1.3   Set the date for the Concours 

 1.4   Arrange all Club announcements and other publicity 

 1.5   Liaise with all third parties as necessary 

 1.6   Liaise with the Club President, Club Captain and Register Captains as required 

 1.7   Ensure that each Register will field a sufficient number of properly trained Judges 

 1.8 Give any necessary or supplementary instructions to the Chief Judge and Register 

Coordinators 

 1.9  Resolve any dispute or query from a competitor which has been escalated by the Chief 

Judge 

 1.10  Ensure that all entrants are paid-up members of the MGCC Victoria 

 1.11 .Arrange for transport and return of tents, ezi-ups and other equipment from and to the 

Club rooms 

 1.12 Arrange for maintenance and updating of the Concours Manual on the Club website as 

necessary 

 1.13   Make the major announcements on Concours Day 

 1.14   Ensure that correct insurances are in place 

 1.15  Keep relevant statistics, including financial and attendance, of each event 

 1.16   Arrange with the Editor of Wheel Spin a suitable summary and account of each Concours 

event 
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2. Chief Judge 
 

2.1 Oversee the selection and training of judges by each Register 
 

2.2     Ensure that each Register is in a position to field sufficient judges on  
          Concours Day to handle the expected number of entrants 

  
2.3    Ensure that all judging is accurate, consistent and timely, and that the official  score sheets 

are submitted in a timely fashion 
 

2.4 Deliver the Chief Judge’s address and instructions to all the judges prior to the start of 
judging 

 
2.5 Resolve any query or dispute or escalate the issue to the Concours Director 

 
2.6 Recommend to the Concours Director prior to Concours Day, the judges or other Club 

members who will form the Outright Judging panel 
 

2.7 Take all reasonable actions on Concours day to ensure the efficient running  of the event.  
Assist the Concours Director in carrying out any tasks  necessary to manage the judging of 
the entrants and the welfare of the judges 

 
2.8     Debrief the Concours Director after each event 

   
 

3. Concours Set-out Co-ordinator 
 

3.1  Responding to the Concours Director, devise the most effective plan for the Concours site 

3.2    Produce a birds-eye plan of the site showing the number of vehicles in each class and the 
arrangement of the administration and judging areas 

3.3    Co-ordinate the marking out of the site on or before Concours Day 

 

4 Register Concours Co-ordinators 
 

4.1  Liaise with the Concours Director and Chief Judge on all matters relevant to the participation 
of their Register in the Concours and the judging of the vehicles 

 
4.2  Select, train and mentor sufficient judges to enable an efficient and timely completion of the 

task on Concours Day 
 

4.3    Recommend, as necessary, changes to the Concours Manual 
 

4.4    Assist in the parking of entrants on Concours Day 
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5 Judges 
 

1.1 Judge vehicles in the classes allocated to them in an unbiased, efficient and timely manner 
 

1.2 Diligently maintain and extend their knowledge of the vehicles in their Register – especially 
matters related to originality 

 
1.3 Follow the instructions provided by their Register Concours Co-ordinator and Chief Judge 

 
1.4 Attend How-To nights and other related meetings as required 

 
1.5 Resolve any dispute which arises on Concours Day or escalate the dispute to the Register 

Concours Co-ordinator and/or the Chief Judge 
 

1.6 Provide assistance to entrants as traffic marshals prior to the commencement of judging 
   

   

2.6  Sample Timetable 
See Following page  
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MGCC  2014 CONCOURS – FLEMINGTON 

TIMETABLE 

 

 

Officials Arrive      7.00am 

Gates Open  -  ENTER GATE 2   8.00am 

Entries Open      8.30am 

Cars in Position      9.30am 

Judges Briefing      9.45am 

Entries Close     10.00am 

Judging Commences    10.00am 

Judging Concludes   By 12 Noon 

Class Winners’ Announced    1.00pm 

Outright Judging Commences    1.15pm 
(Winnners marshalled to presentation area) 

  
Outright Judging Concludes    2.00pm 

Presentation      2.15pm 

 

NOTE:    
 
This is a sample of a typical timetable for a Concours event.  DO NOT RELY ON IT.  It 
is INDICATIVE ONLY and is included in this Manual for general information only. 
 
Depending on the venue and many other factors, the actual timetable will vary from 
year to year.  A timetable is published online each year and this is the only timetable 
that should be relied on. 
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3.THE CARS AND GENERAL GUIDELINES 
 

At both MGCC Vic and National Concours, the cars are judged in predetermined classes.   

The National table of classes is bigger than the Victorian list-for both practical and historical reasons. 
Only the classes as defined for the MGCC Victoria concours  are listed here. 

Concours judging is open under categories of ‘Ópen’and ‘Çompetition’, and a vehicle may be entered 
for judging in either or both categories. 

Open Classes. – refer 3.1 below. (Results not considered in Club Competition points aggregate) 
Judging of vehicles within each class/ model is based on both ‘Condition and Cleanliness’, in addition 
to ‘Originality’’.  Originality  is based on conformance to the original factory ‘as delivered’ specification. 
Starting from a total base score, points are deducted for any non comformance to as delivered new car 
condition, either due to deterioration (Condition and cleanliness) or recognizable departure from factory 
specification (Originality). 

It is however recognized that MG vehicles in particular have traditionally been subject to 
enhancements by owners following manufacture to upgrade performance and/ or appearance.  Where 
owners consider that Óriginality’ points lost as a result of modifications would preclude their vehicle 
from consideration within a model/ class, they may choose to enter their vehicle under categories of 
‘Specials, Racing, or Rolling Chassis, where Originality is disregarded, and vehicle are judged purely 
on Condition and Cleanliness, and recognizing the standard of workmanship exhibited 

Competition Classes. Refer 3.2 below.(Results may be included in Club Competition aggregate, refer 
Competitions Director) Vehicles are judged in categories consistent with Club Competition classes, and 
normally judging is based on ‘Cleanliness and Condition’ only, and Originality is not taken into 
consideration.. This is however subject to decision by the Competition Director, prior to judging.  

 

3.1  The MGCC Vic Open Classes  
 

Pre-war 

MG TC  

MG TD  

MG TF  

MGY 

MG Magnette 

MGA Roadster (Single Cam)  

MGA Coupe (Single Cam) 

 MGA Twin Cam (Roadster & Coupe)  

MG Midget  

MGB MKI (1962-1967)  

MGB MKII and BL (1968- 1974) 

MGB GT  (4 Cyl) 

MGC Roadster and GT  

MGB GT V8 

MG FWD 

MGB Rubber Bumper Roadster and GT (1975-1982) 

MGR V8 
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MGF-(F and TF ) 

MG Saloons post 2000 

MG Specials 

MG Racing 

MG Rolling Chassis 

 

3 2  MGCC Vic Competition Classes 
The detailed rules for the competition classes can be found on the club website under Çompetition 
Events and Results.  There is a Pdf file which can be downloaded with the full description of the 
classes and the ‘fine print’.at : http://mgcc.com.au/competition/ClubCompetitionRules2016.pdf 

Pre and post war 

Classic 

Modified Classic 

Modern 

Ladies 

Youth 

Rookies 

Non Marque 

Geelong 

 

 

3.3  General Guidelines  
Whilst there are hosts of helpful hints and guides to assist Concours  judges to determine classes 
and verify originality these are intended as an assistance for judges, not as a sole source of 
determination.  Whilst it is important to have objective means of assessment and commonality 
across the classes, judges will have to exercise their experience and judgement in application of 
the guide to ensure satisfactory results.  The Manual includes lists (for most classes), of points to 
be considered in judging and in particular judging and scoring originality.  These include:-  

 It is recommended that all cars that are to be judged should have their hood fitted, (cars 
without a “hood” may lose points, save for Specials and some Pre War cars (Ref 8.).  The 
bonnet and boot of cars that are to be judged should be propped open at the beginning of 
judging. The judges will then select the six best cars in that class for judging. ( If six are 
presented and more if the judges so determine ) Centre opening bonnets may be left 
closed. 

 
1. The need for the judges working as a team is to be stressed at the judges’ briefing.  

2. Collection of Judging Sheets. It is imperative that these be collected from car    
windscreens so that attendance can be verified. 

3.  Names of prospective and properly trained judges must be provided to the 
Chief Judge by each Register Concours Co-Ordinator or Register Captain, well  prior to 
the Concours. Novice judges must be teamed up with at least one experienced judge 
  

4. Judging of Specials. Specials are judged on “the best car on the day”. ‘Originality’ should 
not form part of the judging on Specials, e.g. they should not lose points for not having a 
hood. However, the car should have the equipment it is supposed to run with.  
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5. Rolling Chassis.  Rolling Chassis means, Chassis, fitted with wheels, suspension, brakes, 
engine and radiator. 

6. Presentation of Concours Trophies.  At the discretion of the Concours Director, trophies 
for the Concours can be awarded on the Concours day rather than confining the 
presentation to a club meeting.  

7. All cars must be driven from outside the Concours area to the judging position, the only 
exceptions being entrants for the rolling chassis category and Super Specials that are not 
road registered. Depending on the venue, there will be a dedicated trailer parking area.  

8. A car will not be judged unless a correctly completed Concours Judging Sheet is displayed 
in a prominent position.  The vehicle must also display  any label or sticker required by the 
Concours Director. These will be issued at registration and it is the duty of each entrant to 
ensure that they are displayed/affixed as required.  

9. Judges will only judge the cars that are in position at the commencement of judging.  

10. All cleaning and preparation of cars is to cease at the commencement of judging.  

11. No inducements are to be offered to Judges that may influence their decisions.  

12. Judging aids (such as photographs, mirrors, ramps, stands, etc.) are not permitted.  

13. Unless approached by Judges, entrants are not to engage in discussion regarding their 
vehicles and must stand out of earshot of the judges. They must be alert for a signal from 
the judges to draw near to answer any question that the judges might have, and to assist 
judges in opening/ closing their vehicles.   

14. Individual Judging Sheets will remain the property of the  MG Car Club Vic.  

15. MGF Soft Tops are considered the only original fitting for an MGF; hard tops will result in 
the loss of ORIGINALITY points.  

16. MGTF Hard Tops  
All (soft top) hoods shall be made available for judging.  However the hard top shall be 
point neutral i.e. not attract or diminish CONDITION AND CLEANLINESS points.  Failure to 
present the soft top may attract ORIGINALITY deductions.  It should be noted however that 
thirty 2004 MGTF Coupes were released in Australia that came with a body coloured hard 
top as standard and were also fitted with a folding hood.    
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4. JUDGING THE CARS 

4.1 The Chief Judge’s Briefing 
One of the Chief Judge’s most important responsibilities is the briefing of the Judges 
immediately prior to the commencement of judging.  

This briefing takes place 15 minutes prior to the scheduled commencement of judging.  All 
judges must attend this briefing in order to be updated on any last minute changes and also 
to be able to ask any questions they may have.  The Chief Judge will also remind all judges 
of their responsibilities and the expectations of the competitors.  The time available for this 
briefing is limited and all judges are requested to listen attentively and be on time. 

The general atmosphere at the start of a Concours is usually one of excitement and 
expectation.  Judges should at all times remain calm and carry out the judging task 
purposefully and efficiently.  There are time constraints and this impacts the judges of the 
larger classes in particular.  Judges should keep a close eye on the time and stick to the 
times they have allocated to the various components of their judging task. 

The Chief Judge will remind all judges of our protocols for interacting with vehicle owners 
and, in particular, the rules for dealing with any queries or complaints for competitors. 

The Chief Judge will distribute the judging clipboards and scoring sheets at the end of the 
briefing. 

 4.2 The Judging Sequence  
The car must be presented with:  

1. Bonnet unlocked and raised  

2. Hood erected, driver’s window open or side curtain removed.  

3. Boot unlocked and raised  

4. Doors unlocked  

5. All personal gear removed from interior and boot 

6. Tools displayed on ground at rear of car (or left in tool box – T Series)  

7. Judging Sheet on windscreen (or on driver’s seat in inclement weather)  

8. Handbrake applied, not in gear  

9. Keys may be removed from ignition  

10. A “DO NOT TOUCH” sign may be displayed on the windscreen  
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 4.3 Order of Inspection  
Do an initial assessment to determine the six best cars by eliminating those with significant faults.  
The objective is to identify obvious and gross faults relating to: 

• Incorrect body, interior or engine parts 
• Incorrect panel fit 
• Poor condition of paintwork or incorrect colour 
• Missing parts such as hood or bumper bars 
• Incorrect upholstery, steering wheel, carpets etc. 
• General appearance of bodywork 
• Poor preparation 

Take note of any car that could rate highly in so far as originality is concerned, but is in poor overall 
condition or has been poorly prepared for the event.  Such a vehicle may have to be re-evaluated 
later.  Carefully note the particulars of any such car. 

When the top six cars (or less) have been selected close boots on those not needing further 
assessment.  Note the colour and registration numbers of selected cars.   

Follow the sequence as per the scoring sheet  

1. Exterior – Panel fit with everything closed   
 
2. Interior  

3. Engine compartment (leave bonnet raised)  

4. Underside 

5. Boot and toolkit  

6. Mechanical Condition (visual check only)  

 

  4.3.1 Scoring  
When the judging of a class is complete bonnets MAY be closed and boot lids will be closed. We 
must remember that the general public are interested in the engines of our cars, and therefore, 
competitors MAY leave their bonnets open if they prefer. At this point all scoring sheets must be 
submitted quickly to the Chief Judge at the administration point, and will verify with the Director that 
all details have been correctly entered and that receipt of the sheets is so marked on the master 
held by the Chief Judge.  

When the initial class winners have been confirmed and announced, the owners will be requested 
to place their vehicle in the appropriate outright class assembly area. All entrants should remain 
close to the administration area in the last 30- 45 minutes of the judging period to ensure that they 
can hear the announcements of class winners. Any class winner not present in the outright judging 
area may be excluded from outright judging. 

The process of evaluating the three outright classes will be judged in the same manner as the initial 
classes. However, the outright and classes score results will remain confidential.  
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 4.3.2    Aids to Assessment of Originality 
 A car entered having non authentic components (e.g. incorrect carburettor, gearbox, wheels, 
etc.) shall have points deducted in the Originality Score.   

  Items such as:  
1.  Tow Bars  Only factory supplied tow bars which are optional equipment 

or authentic replacement of same, will be accepted.  

2.  Mudflaps  Ditto  

3.  Batteries  Lucas, Exide and such which was original equipment in MG’s 
are considered expendable. These may be replaced with any 
brand conforming to original voltage, size and silhouette.  
Vehicles with original type casing will be given credit.  

4.  Window Glass   Any window glass that meets the requirements of the original 
specification of form, fit and colour will be acceptable. There 
will be no penalty for substitution of windscreens with 
laminated glass.  

5.  Tyres   Tyres are considered expendable and may be replaced with 
comparable or superior equipment of original size and 
capability with the vehicle. Vehicles with correct casings (e.g. 
cross ply over radials) will be given credit where applicable. 
All five tyres on the vehicle must be identical  

6.  Fire 
Extinguishers* 

 
There shall be no penalty in judging originality for the 
presence of Fire Extinguishers.  

7.  Battery isolator/  
There shall be no penalty in judging originality for the 
presence of battery isolator and fuel cut-off switches 

fuel cut-off switches 

8.  Alarms/Immobilisers  There shall be no penalty in judging originality for the 
presence of alarms, immobilisers and or the additional wiring 
for same  

9.  Engines  Must be of MOWOG or MG factory origin. Replacement 
engines must be of the same silhouette and appropriate size, 
type, configuration for the model and year.  

10.  Turn Indicators  There will be no penalty in judging originality for the 
presence of turn indicators and controls. Cars which have 
Semaphore arms (Y type and pre war) shall be credited if 
these are operable  

11.  Seat Belts  There will be no penalty in judging originality for the 
presence of seat belts or harnesses.  

12.  Throttle Springs  There will be no penalty for additional return springs.  

13.  Bonnet Strap  There will be no penalty for the presence of a bonnet strap  

14.  Headlamps  There shall be no penalty for cars that have changed to 
sealed beams or modern equivalent.  Credit should be given 
if the Lucas glasses are fitted.    

* -  Regulations regarding the fitting of fire extinguishers insofar as scrutineering is concerned shall 
be as laid down in the CAMS manual.    

 4.3.3 Deductions for Non Originality  
Points may be deducted for non-Original and for non-Authentic items (where they can be 
identified) 
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The table below is a general guide and may be varied by the judges or the Chief Judge 
where it is considered appropriate to do so. This will normally be decided before the day and 
be signed off by the Concours Director.  Point deductions may vary between Classes. 

 

1. Wrong minor item or component fitted – 1 point for each item or car-set.    

2. Incorrect material of manufacture of a minor component – e.g.,  
            fibreglass, aluminium, steel, vinyl, etc. in lieu of original – 1 point for  
            each item.   

  
3. Incorrect material of a major component – e.g., fibreglass mudguard, 

aluminium radiator – 5 to 10 points.   
  

4. Minor items missing from original configuration – e.g., badge or wheel  
cap, substitute steering wheel – 1 point for each item.  
   

5. Major items missing or incorrect– e.g., hood, windscreen, generator – 5 to 10 points.   
  

6. Seats – Non-standard or upgraded to competition class – 1 point for  
each seat.    
 

7. Hood – Vinyl in lieu of canvas – 1 point.    

8. Wheels – Wider rims, additional spokes, chrome plated – 1 point for  
each item.    
 

9. Windows – Weather shield or sun visor installed – 1 point. 

10. Brakes – Fitment of non-standard brake booster – 1 point.    

11. Shock Absorbers – Fitment of non-standard (telescopic) shock  
absorbers – 1 Point 
 

12. Exhaust System.- Incorrect components, Stainless steel acceptable- 5  
points    

 

The cumulative total of deduction points in any judging section should not exceed the total for 
that section.   Overall originality points are a total of 200.  
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 4.4 Judges Inspection Guide 
 This is a general guide and should be interpreted, where necessary, to suit particular MG models     

A.  EXTERIOR  
1. Condition of body, paint, top, tonneau, boot lid and side curtains  

a) Body, Inspect for authenticity of body panels. If replacement panels have been used, 
ascertain authenticity of materials (i.e. no fibreglass). Look for excessive misalignment of 
doors, bonnet and boot lid. Check for rot, dents and determine if the body has been altered 
in any respect from the original design. Check door seals/pinch moulding for fit and 
condition.  

Include condition of all rubber mouldings and mounts, gaskets and windscreen wiper blades 
– no deterioration or cracking.  

b) Paint. Consider overall appearance while inspecting for authenticity originality of colour. 
Include depth of finish and look for nicks, stone chips, scratches, cracking or crazing of the 
paint.  

Overspray on a repainted car may be noticeable on the chrome trim, rubber mouldings or in 
the engine compartment due to improper masking.  

c) Soft-top cover, Side curtains. Inspect for authenticity of materials, appearance (especially 
cracks, peeling and tears) and cleanliness. Include in your evaluation the fit of the top, free 
of ripple, clarity of windows, condition of frame and paint condition. Side curtains should 
have good alignment without gaps, clarity of windows and without fraying or chips of paint.  

2. Chrome work including Accessories  

Inspect for authenticity of chrome work. Common flaws are discolouration, pits, scratches 
and corrosion. If items have been re-chromed, look for grid marks, major changes in 
coloration (i.e. nickel showing through) and loss of definition through over-working in 
preparation for re-chroming. Inspect accessories for originality as per factory or dealer 
installed optional equipment.  

Hubcaps, knock-ons or nuts should be in good condition, well chromed and minimal signs 
of hammer damage or lever marks.  

  

3. Condition of Wheels and tyres 

a) Inspect for authenticity of choice and condition of paint. Consider the rim itself – is it dented 
or scratched? Include In your evaluation whether spokes of wheels have any road grime. 
Determine if the correct size and type of wheel is on the car.  

b) Inspect for authentic tyres or replacement with comparable or superior equipment of proper 
size and compatibility with the vehicle.  

c) Look for abnormal wear, blemishes, chunking of tread, scuffing and presence of valve caps. 
Consider cleanliness and appearance. Take into consideration that most cars were 
available from the factory with either black or white wall tyres.  
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4. Glass  

a) Any window glass that meets the requirements of the original specifications on form, fit or 
function (colour) will be acceptable.  

b) Consider the clarity of the item, check for scratches, pits, discolouration or separation of the 
laminated layers, which often happens in the corners of the windscreens.  

 

B.  INTERIOR  
1. Trim  

  Inspect general condition, fit, colour scheme and material covering panels. Door trim, 
pockets, cables and hinges, for fit, cleanliness and adjustment. Check if under dash trim 
panel in place (when applicable).  

 
2. Hardware, Steering Wheel, Instruments  

a) Inspect for authenticity of items considered. Consider overall appearance and cleanliness. 
Check the condition of chromed items. Consider if the fascia (and console if appropriate) is 
of the correct configuration for the model (i.e. if painted, is it the proper colour) and is in 
good to excellent condition.  

b) Instruments – Inspect for authenticity of instruments. Is the instrumentation complete? Are 
there any items missing from the fascia such as switches, cigar lighter etc.  

c) Steering Wheel. Inspect for authenticity of replacement items. Is the Wheel correct for the 
model on which it is installed?  

3. Headliner or Underside of Top  

 Underside of top should be clean without wear on padding. Inspect for authenticity of 
materials, fit and design. Models with headlining or a headliner should be checked for fit of 
the headliner as well as cleanliness.  

4. Seats and Squabs (Seat Backs) Leatherwork  

 Inspect for authenticity and design (i.e. proper number of pleats, or smooth seat if 
applicable). Look for tears, fading, cracks and peeling. Consider seat backs, as well as seat 
belt condition.  

5. Carpeting or Rubber Matting  

a) Inspect for authenticity of replacement materials. Proper colour, cut and fit. Look for 
cleanliness, wear and scuff marks on foot pads and pedal rubbers. Be sure to look behind 
the seats.  

b) Floor under the mats to be clean, free of rust and painted in the required colour. 

 

6.  Door Panels and Armrests  
Inspect for authenticity of replacement materials and design as well as condition and 
cleanliness. Proper fasteners of the correct size should be fitted. If appropriate, look down 
into the map cases on the doors and when fitted, inspect the underside of armrests.  
Handles to be of correct materials and authentic design, condition and cleanliness  
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7. Boot and Tool Kit 

7.1 General Condition and Cleanliness  
Inspect for authenticity of replacement materials. Be sure boot appointments are correct, 
such as trim panels, carpeting or vinyl matting, spare tyre well and painted compartments 
(i.e. underside of boot lid, petrol tank etc).  

7.2       Spare Tyre Including Cover and Wheel  

a) Tyre should be of correct size and type as per exterior set with correct lockdown and 
cover if authenticity requires.  

b) Additionally, ascertain that spare tyre cover is of authentic materials, colour and of 
correct design and for the car.  

7.3 Tool Kit, Jack and Hammer, Owner’s Handbook (completeness and condition),  
Starting Handle etc. Tools as supplied at the time of purchase should be displayed on the 
ground outside the boot, toolbox (where provided) or clipped in their intended position. 
Additional tools not included in factory issue will attract points deduction. 
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C.  ENGINE BAY  
Despite the difficulty in maintaining an engine compartment, cleanliness and condition of painted 
and other surfaces of the engine compartment of a car prepared for Concours should be excellent. 
There are as many points available in this area as there are for the car’s exterior (150)  

1. Bright and Unpainted Metal:  
 

a) Inspect copper lines, plates, master cylinders, carburettors, transmission dipsticks, 
valve covers, radiator and radiator overflow tank caps, hydraulic lines, hose clamps. 
All of the abovementioned parts should be clean. Remember that engines will vary 
in amount of bright work.  

b) Be sure to watch for (and deduct points for) non-standard chroming, plating, 
polishing or finishes of any sort that depart from the original character of the vehicle.  

c) Exhaust Manifold and Exhaust (Down) Pipes  

d) Inspect the casting for authenticity, overspray and rust.  

e) Extractors are aftermarket addition. Deduct points for non-originality then condition 
as before.  

2. Sheet Metal (Firewall, Radiator etc):  
 

a) Inspect the general condition, cleanliness and authenticity of the chrome, metal and 
paint. Check authenticity of replacement materials used.  

b) Particular attention should be paid to the firewall, radiator shell, fans and fan 
shrouds, splash pans, air cleaner housings, battery tray and mudguard valances.  

3. Engine block and attachments: 
  

a) Check paint colour and base block silhouette;  
b) Verify colour-coordination of water pump and oil pump (where applicable), rocker 

cover (and cap), radiator fan and pulley;  
c) Labelling, decals and plates.  

 
4. Electrical components – Check: -  
 

a) Generator, alternator, brand and colour;  
b) Distributor, including cap and spark plugs and leads; 
c) Starter motor brand and colour  
d) Wiring harness, braided or vinyl taped.  

5. Hoses and pipes - Check condition and compliance or radiator and heater  
hoses, fuel lines and capillary tubing.  
 

6. Carburettors - Check size and brand complies, cleanliness including correct air  
cleaners.  
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D. UNDERSIDE AND SUSPENSION  
c) No rust or oily film. No flaking paint  

d) Exhaust of uniform colour, no leaks or flaking paint, authentic configuration of pipes, muffler 
and mounts.  

e) Gearbox of correct type. Minimum leaks, no wear on linkages or mounts  

f) Correct differential, no leaks or paint damage  

g) Brake lines show no rust or leaks.  

h) Engine free of oil, fuel and water leaks, paint even with no chips  

i) Wheels – check inner wheel rims and brakes for oil and grease throw-out  

j) Suspension to be free of grease and leaf springs free of rust. 

 

 

5.    DOCUMENTATION 
Examples of Scoring Sheet and Originality Deductions Sheet 

Refer Following pages 

At the time of writing this manual the Originality Deductions sheet is a new innovation. It is an aid to 
judges in tidily computing overall deductions and it may also be of use in adjudication of disputes. 
Therefore it must be used in the scoring of every vehicle. Writing must be legible and there must be 
an entry for all points deducted. Each register must therefore instruct their judges in the use of the 
deduction sheet. 
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MG CAR CLUB OPEN CONCOURS SCORE SHEET 

 

 

Condition & Cleanliness 
 

Originality 

EXTERIOR                  0     5    10    15      20     Points 
Panel Work &Fit          

Paint and Brightwork          

Rubber and Seals          

screens and glass          

Wheels and tyres          
 

Total EXTERIOR 
Condition 
(Max 100 pts) 
 
 

Total EXTERIOR 
Originality 
(Max 50 Points) 
 
 

INTERIOR                     0     5    10    15      20     Points 
Dash, wheel, gauges          

Seats and Trim          

Floors and carpet          

Headliner, soft top          

Boot, spare wheel, 
paint /carpet, Tools  

         
 

Total INTERIOR 
Condition 
(Max 100 pts) 
 
 

Total INTERIOR 
Originality 
(Max 50 Points) 
 
 

ENGINE BAY                 0     5    10    15      20     Points 
Paintwork          

Brightwork          

Engine          

Hoses, cooling, fuel          

Ancilliaries, wiring          
 

Total ENGINE 
BAY Condition 
(Max 100 pts) 
 
 

Total ENGINE BAY 
Originality 
(Max 50 Points) 
 
 

UNDERBODY               0     5    10    15      20     Points 
Chassis and floorpan          

Underguards          

Running gear, 
suspension 

         

Exhaust          

Brake lines, wiring          
 

Total 
UNDERBODY 
Condition 
(Max 100 pts) 
 
 

Total UNDERBODY 
Originality 
(Max 50 Points) 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Name  Model  Year  Entry No  

 Reg No  Class Colour  Odo  

  

  

  

  

Total Condition Total Originality 

Total Score 

Addition By: 

Checked  By: 

Placing 
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MGCC Vic CONCOURS ORIGINALITY DEDUCTIONS  

Reg No  Model  Owner Entry No  

  

EXTERIOR  
Panel / fit     

Paintwork/ 
Brightwork  

  

Rubber/ 
Seals   

  

Windscreens 
/Windows   

  

Wheels 
/Tyres  

  

INTERIOR  
Dash,Wheel,  
Instruments  

  

Seats, Trim    

Floors, 
Carpet   

  

Headliner, 
Softtop  

  

Boot, tools    

ENGINE BAY   
Paintwork    

Brightwork    

Cleanliness    

Hoses, 
plumbing  

  

Ancilliaries, 
Wiring  

  

  
UNDERBODY  
Chassis, 
floorpan   

  

Underguards    

Suspension    

Exhaust    

Brake lines, 
wiring   

  

  

ADDITIONAL NOTES:  

        

TOTAL   

TOTAL  

TOTAL  

TOTAL  
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6.    UPDATING THE CONCOURS MANUAL 
The Concours Director is responsible for updating the Manual with agreed changes. 

 

1. The Manual as a Whole 

Any Concours official or Club  member can suggest any change, addition or deletion to this 
Concours Manual. Changes will be made in October each year, or more often, as required. The 
suggested change should be forwarded to the Concours Director by 31st September. It will then be 
examined by the Concours Director and other officials and the appropriate action taken. Any 
change should be forwarded in Word format clearly showing the words to be inserted, deleted or 
changed and any new sentence to be inserted. A proper explanation of the reasons for the 
recommendation will assist in a decision.    

2. Originality Guides 

Each Register is responsible for the items included in their particular Guide. Any suggested  
change should be submitted to the Register Concours Co-ordinator or Register Captain before 
being forwarded to the Concours Director with the recommendation for change 

3.  General  

All comments and suggestions will be seriously considered, and are encouraged. The manual is 
intended to be a help to both judges and competitors, and should be  considered as a work in 
progress. Nothing is “written in stone”. 

 

Note:  The information contained in the following pages are obtained from a number of sources, some of 
which are conflicting. In compiling the following, we have used what we believe are the most reliable 
sources, but discrepancies can occur. This is confirmed by Abingdon workers who have stated that there 
was no thought given to what was the right or wrong part or right or wrong colour during the assembly 
process – they simply used what was in the parts bin at that particular point in time. Therefore, the 
following is intended to be a guide to judging originality rather than a complete and unambiguous list of 
correct or incorrect points.  
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7     ORIGINALITY GUIDES  
 

The cars produced by “The MG Car Company Ltd” were from the outset, Morris derivatives.  From 1922 
when Cecil Kimber succeeded to General Manager of William Morris’s Morris Garages of Oxford, and up 
to 1928 when the A Type was announced, the models closely resembled the Morris Cowley and Chummy 
models, i.e. with the exception for ‘Old No. 1” (“Old No. 1” was built from non-standard components in 
1925 for the express purpose of Cecil Kimber’s participation in the 1925 Lands End Trials).  The early cars 
apart from this noted exception could scarcely be called original.  However Kimber had a vision, which saw 
his talent build cars that were unique, and despite pressure (especially from 1938 onwards) to utilise 
standard Morris components, they were always just that bit different and trend setters in the world of sports 
car manufacture.    

  

For the purpose of aiding and guiding judges in Concours events (and for that matter, guides for eligibility), 
lists have been prepared which are pointers to originality for the various models.  Unfortunately, one can 
never be 100%  sure that the items listed are unchallengeable.  But these are like any quality document, 
subject often to review, update and improvement. These guides are in no way exhaustive lists, nor do they 
constitute a restoration manual. They are but a starting point in assessing, judging and scoring the 
originality of the vehicles entered in a Concours event.  

 

As Concours events involve both an absolute as well as a comparative assessment of the vehicles entered 
in a particular event, a winning car may well have a number of deductions for non-originality. Perhaps 
more than the runner up. On some days, the standard may be particularly high, but on others a car with 
many problems may be the winner. It is simply a case of the overall scoring and “best car on the day.”  

  

In Australia particularly, changes were made in many of the model ranges over the eighty-year span that 
were not reflected in the original factory production.  This was particularly so pre-war, because most cars 
were imported in chassis form.  The differences were also significant with the advent of the MGAs 
assembled in Australia and most particularly with the MG Midgets.  But these variations and differences 
serve to promote healthy debate among the MG enthusiasts in Australia, and this provides significant 
rationale for continuing the Concours competition in the MG Car Clubs activities.  

 

Finally, as the Concours is in fact a sporting event, sportsmanship and good manners are expected of all 
entrants. All judges and other officials are volunteers, and do their best in carrying out their tasks. They are 
often under a considerable amount of pressure on the day. As well, they are MG owners and so have a 
very good understanding of all the issues in such an event, not just the preparation of the vehicles. 
Although it is a rule in our Concours that the judge’s decision is final, there are ways for all involved to 
improve theirs, and others knowledge, of all aspects of their particular models. 
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The Following Originality Guides are Included:  

(a) Pre-war cars  

(b) MG TC  

(c) MG TD  

(d) MG TF  1250 – 1500  

(e) MGA   Roadster, Coupe and Twin Cam  

(f) MGY Sedan and Tourer 

(g) MG Magnette, ZA, ZB, ZBV 

(h) MGB   MKI  Roadster  

(i) MGB   MKII  Roadster  

(j) MGC   Roadster & GT  

(k) MGB  GT & V8  

(l) MGR-V8 

(m) MG Midget 

(n) F and TF  

(o) Z (to be finalised by register) 
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ORIGINALITY GUIDES BY MODEL 
Note:  The information contained in the following pages has been obtained from a number of sources, 
some of which are conflicting. In compiling the following, we have used what we believe are the most 
reliable sources, but discrepancies can occur. This is confirmed by Abingdon workers who have stated that 
there was no thought given to what was the right or wrong part or right or wrong colour during the 
assembly process – they simply used what was in the parts bin at that particular point in time. Therefore, 
the following is intended to be a guide to judging originality rather than an unambiguous and complete list 
of correct or incorrect points.  
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

PRE- WAR 

EXTERIOR 
1 

A.GENERAL 

Powertrain 
 Components such as carburettors, water pumps, cam covers and copper pipes 
were not highly polished. 

2 
A.GENERAL/ 

Fasteners  Bolts used would have been ‘blackened’ steel. 
3 Body Bodies and wings were originally painted with cellulose.  This is not as important 

as the colour choice (see Colours Listing).  The colour should match the ‘period’.  
Where duotone colours were used, the body and wheels were in the lighter shade 
with the wings and chassis the darker colour. 

4 
Chassis Chassis and axles were generally black painted. 

5 
Chassis Some chassis were cellulosed to match body colours. 

6 Chassis  Chassis is exposed or visible in many places.  It should be painted black 
excepting for racing cars (eg K3) which had the chassis painted body colour. 

7 Doors Door hinges on D, F, and J & L were painted body colour.  All others were chrome 
plated. 

8 Hardware / 

Fittings 

Fittings eg. fuel filler caps, radiator caps, aero screens and mirrors were generally 
specified by the purchaser.  Quick release type caps were often fitted by the 
factory for a small additional cost. 

9 Headlamps  Lucas headlamp shells on M, D, and F & J were painted body colour with a 
chrome-plated rim.  Later models were all chrome. 

10 Headlamps Lucas ‘King of the Road’ headlamp medallions must be able to be read when 
standing in front of the car. 

11 Horn The Lucas ‘Altette’ horn (where fitted) had six chrome dome nuts with distinctive 
scallops (Post-war models had plain dome nuts). 

12 Mudguards  Cycle guards were ‘normal’ for all sports cars up to the L type (1933) when the 
long flowing type of wings was first introduced. 

13 Tools An extensive range was originally supplied with Pre-war cars 
14 Wheels  Up to 1933 wheels were painted to match body colours and subsequently painted 

silver, except where ordered painted to match the upholstery. 
15 Wheels The only external (visible) difference between the TA and TB were the wheels:  

TA side laced (up to TA 1769) and TB centre laced, and the bonnet bulge for the 
generator – larger and higher on the TA than the TB. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL ORIGINALITY 

GUIDE 

PRE-WAR 

 

INTERIOR 
1 Carpet Carpets where fitted were generally black.  However where specified (particularly the 

SVW range) were matched to the upholstery colour. 

2 Door Trims Door trims and side panels were faced with Rexine. 

3 Hood  All hoods were originally black Wigan and had Rexine half tonneaus covering the hood 
when folded. 

4 Instrument 

panel 
Instrument faces were generally black up until P & N types which were brown.  The 
SVW range had quite lavish cream and gold faces.  All were Jaeger branded. 

5 Seats Seats were leather faced and originally had pneumatic cushions but made way for foam 
rubber (which is most likely at this age). 

6 Seats Seats had the usual (mostly same colour) piping and PVC or Rexine side and rear 
facings. 

7 Seats  Most two-seat cars were fitted with separate seats with a bench style squab. The 
squabs had ‘ears’ to cover the squab adjustments. 

8 Seats  Four seaters had bucket seats in front and many two seaters were specified or altered 
to this standard and were all leather covered. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

PRE-WAR 
 

ENGINE BAY 
1 A.GENERAL Components such as carburettors, water pumps, cam covers and copper 

pipes were not highly polished. 

2 Carburettor  There were no choke return springs on MMM carburettors. 

3 Cooling Water outlet and inlet pipes were plain rubber and the hose clips on all pre-
war cars were of the ‘pig-tail’ type. 

4 Electrical Generators and starters were painted black; mostly Lucas but some MMMs 
had Rotax that look externally identical. 

5 Electrical All electrical components on D, F, J and L were black Bakelite; on the K, L 
& M they were brown. 

6 Engine  Engine blocks of MMM cars were painted red (similar to shade of MGB), 
SVW cars were green and racing shop engines were painted blue.  There 
was no particular shade of green or blue and customers could (at extra 
cost) specify any colour of their choice. The green standard recommenced 
with the TA production. 

7 Firewall The firewall was black painted or natural plywood with a galvanised iron 
facing the engine compartment. 

8 Manifold  Exhaust manifolds were cast iron and finished in stovepipe black or 
aluminium sprayed. 

9 Oil  Tecalemit Oil filters were fitted to PLK, KN & M, and Purolator on TA, TB, 
SA, VA & WA models. 

10 Steering The steering column tubes were originally black painted but adamant 
steering columns were polished nickel, and from Marles Weller boxes, were 
chromium plated. 

11 Water Pump Water pumps (where fitted) were unpainted alloy castings on MMM models. 
On other models, they were painted engine colour including fan blades. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

PRE-WAR 
 

UNDERBODY 
1 Axle 

 Differential and front (beam) axle- satin black. 

2 Chassis Chassis (see Exterior 1)- generally black. 

3 Exhaust  Exhaust system (where underfloor) was Burgess type rigidly mounted for MMM, 
flexible (rubber) for Ts. 

4 Shock 

Absorbers 

Shock absorbers: - Harford friction type on M, D, F, J,L & P (front)  
Harford duplex on K3, KN, NA (front), NE (front) and Q (front)  
Luvax Hydraulic P(rear), N(rear), Q(rear)  
Luvax (finger tip control VA)  
Girling Vane type TA, TB, SA  
Girling Piston type WA 

5 Steering 
Steering on M & D types was by adamant, on J,L,K and early PA, Marles Weller,  
late PA, PB, J4, TA, TB, VA, Sa and WA had Bishop Cam.  
 The F & K3 had a Special ‘Cam’ box 

6 Underfloor Under floor- matt or satin black. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

TC 

EXTERIOR 
1 Body 

Colour 

Very early cars available in black only. In 1947 Regency Red and Shires Green were added. 
In 1948, Sequoia Cream and Clipper Blue were added. 

2 Fuel Tank  Fuel tank ends are painted with chrome surrounds. Fuel tank straps are painted 
body colour. Fuel cap has chrome trip lever with MG logo. 

3 Hardware Handbrake greaser is located under running board. Nipple fitted to triangular plate 
held by two screws with copper pipe to brake cable. 

4 Hardware  Badge Bar mounting brackets curved in and painted body colour. Bar itself is 
chromed. 

5 Hardware Number plate holders were painted black. Front has a raised rolled edge and held in 
place by two bolts. Rear plate is rectangular with flat face and 900 turned edges. 
Plate offset to mount D lamp. Bolted to end of chassis. 

6 Hardware  Rear view mirror chrome Lucas 160 with curved mirror mounted RH side of 
windscreen. 

7 Hardware  Windscreen wiper arms are held by cones screwed into outside of arm. 

8 Hardware Horn is mounted on RH side. Altette HF1234. Early horns had rounded body. Later 
horns had piece out of top. Painted black with chrome ring, crackle finish on inner 
plate. Centre nut chromed and outer nuts have pointed heads and not fluted. 

9 Lighting  Headlights Lucas MBD 140 8 inch diameter. Earlier cars up to about TC1850 had 
flatter lens with ‘U’ shaped pattern and flatter edge to rim. Later cars had rounded 
lens with ‘cats eye’ type pattern and “Lucas” written vertically. (Replacement lens had 
name written horizontally.) 

10 Lighting  Tail light is Lucas ST51 with steel back plate painted black and chrome body. Brass 
knurled nut. 

11 Lighting  Fog light mounted on LH side of Badge Bar. FT27 fitted up to TC4739 and more 
rounded SFT462 thereafter. 

12 Options Factory fitted options, luggage rack only 

13 Radiator  Radiator slats are same colour as trim. 

14 Radiator  Radiator shell is open at bottom of crank handle opening. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL  

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

TC 
 

ENGINE BAY 
1 Carburettor Air cleaner painted black with small instruction label attached. Held onto 

tappet cover by two metal straps under two bakelite nuts with brass thread 
inserts. 

2 Carburettor Fuel bowls overflow pipes are copper routed to the front and down the front 
of the engine bearer plate and held at the bottom by a double clip under bolt. 

3 Carburettor The carburettor butterfly spindles were joined by a rod and lever system up to 
about TC5700, and rod and ‘W’ clips thereafter. 

4 Electrical  The coil was Lucas Q12 with lip at the top, painted black. Distributor Lucas 
DKY4A. Spark plug leads were black with red banded bakelite caps on spark 
plugs. 

5 Electrical  The generator was painted black with cast iron pulley also black up to around 
TC5100. After that the pulley is alloy. There was a bakelite cover over the 
terminals. The voltage regulator was Lucas RF91 up to TC4407 and RF95/2 
after that.   

6 Engine colour  Tappet side plate painted engine colour. 

7 Engine colour  Water pump painted engine colour and fitted with grease nipple. Fan blades 
are black. 

8 
Engine colour 

Tappet cover was silver grey/green pressed steel. Alloy covers were used on 
XPAG2020 to XPAG2965 (approx. TC1425 to TC2370). 

9 
Engine colour 

Up to around TC5100/TC5200 the engine colour was dark grey. After this 
(around XPAG 6000), engine colour was red. 

10 Fuel Pump The fuel pump was SU with brass base up to around TC4407 and alloy base 
thereafter. 

11 Radiator/ 

Cooling 

System 

Radiator painted black with dual-wire type hose clips. 

12 Scuttle   All scuttles have mounting holes for the oil tin and carrier, but may only have 
been present on early cars. 

13 Scuttle   Battery box is painted black, including underside of lid. 

14 Scuttle   Toolbox is lined with white felt. The underside of the lid is painted black. 

Refer over for tool and tool roll details. 

15 Scuttle    The scuttle had deeper fluting on models up to around TC5000, after that 
fluting was shallower. Up to TC5742/TC5590 colour was light grey. 
Thereafter, colour was same as body. 
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MG TC Tool kit 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

TC 

INTERIOR 
1 Carpets  Carpets are black unbound with short pile. Driver’s side carpet has rubber heel 

mat with MG logo facing outward. 

2 Hood  Rear windows changed from twin to single windows around TC3400/TC5113. 

3 Hood Hood on early cars up to around TC2850 were black. Later cars had fawn 
coloured hoods.  

Hood bow mounting was changed about TC5562/TC5113. Side rail was kinked 
on early cars and straight on later.  About half way through production, the 
mounting, pivoted bracket moved from the joint between the two rear hood bows 
to a little way along the front bow which was now curved. 

4 Instrument 

Panel 

 Dashboard is honey walnut veneer, book matched up to around TC5500, after 
that rexine covered in trim colour. Wood dash has black centre panel with white 
lettering. Rexine dash has bronze coloured panel with black lettering. Same 
details also apply to colour of map light bases. The six bolts holding the 
instrument panel on are black in both cases. 

5 Instrument 

Panel 

 Fuel light on early cars (up to about TC800) had ‘PET’ on amber background. 
After this, had ‘FUEL’ on green background. 

6 Instrument 

Panel 

 Instruments are ammeter (Lucas BM4, +20 amps), oil pressure (Jaeger with 
long arrow type needle), ignition/light switch (type PL6 straight handle, black with 
white lettering inside chrome rim), horn button/dip switch (black on chromed ring 
plinth with white letters ‘D’ & ‘H’, large button and short body).   

7 Options Only factory fitted option was radio fitted under instrument panel 

8 Scuttle Scuttle masking board is 1/8 inch plywood covered in black rexine. 

9 Seat Trim  Seats leather with 8 pleats on each base and 22 on seat rear. Early cars had 
seat backs to the floor. Seat backs, Rexine. 

10 Sidescreen 

Box 

 Sidescreen box is lined in black felt, edges covered with black strip, pinned in 
place. 

11 Sill Plate Prior to TC 5000, sill plates were lettered ‘The MG Car Company”. Later cars 
plain aluminium. 

12 Steering 

Wheel 

 Steering wheel is black plastic coated aluminium with three spokes. Chrome hub 
with MG logo. 

13 Tonneau Tonneau has 4 clips  
At approximately TC5178, changed from black to fawn. 

14 Trim 

Colours 

Red, Green and Beige 
Black cars , any colour 
Red Cars, Red or Beige 
Green Cars, Green or Beige,  
Cream cars, Red or Cream 
Blue Cars, Beige only 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

TD 
PRODUCTION DATA AND BREAKPOINTS 

1 Production Models TD Start of Production November 1949 progressive update through 1953 
TD/C or Mark II- Competition model introduced May 1950 built in parallel to other 
TD for US export only. 

2 Identification Stamped metal plate on the cars left hand firewall, shown below.  
All Cars  Cars ID prefix      TD……… 
Mark II ID                           TD/C.......  
Export Market                     EXR..... (Right Hand Drive as per example) Export 
Market                     EXL......(Left Hand Drive) 

3 Engine no XPAG/TD/....Early 7"Clutch 
XPAG/TD2/... Later with 8"clutch (through end of production) 
XPAG/TD3/....(Mark II or competition model) 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

TD 

EXTERIOR 
1 Bumpers Overriders do not have rubber packers to bumpers.   

2 Chassis 
All steelwork under car is flat or satin black. Chassis/suspension bolts 
under car originally black steel. Bolts may be Cadmium plated. 

3 Door   Door tread plates are plain. There is no “MG Car Company” etched 
into the plate. 

4 Door   Door hinges are painted body colour. 

5 Electrical Tail light wiring harness clipped to lower inner guard bolts. 

6 Exhaust  Exhaust system painted flat black. Exhaust is held by plate on side of 
gearbox. 

7 Floor  Underbody floor boards painted flat black. 

8 Fuel Tank  Fuel tank ends are painted with chrome surrounds. Fuel tank straps 
are painted body colour. 

9 Headlights Headlights are Lucas with globes, not sealed beams (see point 14, Section G, 
Part 3). Very early   and  Later models (from approx vehicle no 26000) have 
chrome plated headlamps.  

Painted headlamps with No “King of the Road” medallions in interim. 
(unknown point of intro of paint, but believed to be late 1951 approx 
vehicle10751)  

Ie Painted body from approx 10751 to 26000. 

10 Radiator  Radiator slats are same colour as trim. Chrome on MkII only, from 
TD/C/22613 

11 Tail Lamp Rectangular from Start of Production. Round lamps introduced vehicle 
ID 21302 

12 Trim Piping same colour as body. 

13 Wheels At Start of production (1949) Wheels solid disc, TD/0352 and later 
were drilled.  

14 Wheels Hubcaps have MG logo filled in red. Tyres are cross ply. 

15 Windscreen The lower windscreen rubber to be 28mm wide from screen. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

TD 

INTERIOR 
1 Hood  The hood frames were light tan/mushroom coloured. The top bows were 

felt covered. From 1952-53, there were 3 bows. 

2 Instrument 

Panel 
 The dash centre is gold metallic colour. The main dash is upholstery trim 
colour. 

3 Instrument 

Panel 

Speedometer and tachometer had flat dials as per TC to 1951 then 
dished from ID 10779. Later models from 13913 had combined oil 
pressure and temperature gauge. Earlier had oil pressure only. 

4 Instrument 

panel 

There was an under dash panel on 1952 – 1953 models. 

5 Patent Plate  The patent plate is located on the side curtain. 

6 Steering  The steering wheel is light brown subtle swirl (not pearly). The steering 
wheel centre and hub are metallic gold/ tan finish close to instrument 
panel colour.. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

TD 

ENGINE BAY 
1 Battery  Bayonet caps for battery cables. Battery is rubber cased with external links. 

The battery securing brackets/hook bolts are painted black. The battery tray 
is timber and painted flat black. 

2 Battery The cables (battery to starter switch and starter switch to starter motor) were 
brown coloured braided cloth. 

3 Carburettor Special plate at starter for return spring to accelerator arm. 

4 
Carburettors 

 Fuel overflow pipes from carburettors are brass, vertically turned to exit 
through hole in engine mount turning vertically for ¾ inch. 

5 Cooling Fan blades are painted black with the hub and water pump same as engine 
colour. 

6 Cooling Radiator hose clips are of dual-wire type. 

7 Electrical  8 post relay cover cadmium plated. 

8 Electrical  Rubber covers over solenoid and starter contacts for battery cables. 

9 Engine Engine colour red. Tappet cover is metallic silver paint. 

10 Engine Sump finned aluminium from ID 14948 approx. (1952) 

11 Engine  Oil filler cap held with ‘s’ link plated chain. 

12 Firewall Tool box lid painted gloss/satin black inside.  

13 Hardware RH radiator stay kinked. 

14 Hardware  Bonnet catches holding bolts are dome headed. 

15 Hardware  Clutch rods are painted black. 

16 Manifold  Exhaust manifold is metallic silver paint. 

17 Oil Oil filter cartridge painted metallic green. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

TD 

UNDERBODY 
      

1 Shock Absorbers Shock absorbers black lever type front and rear. Levers act as upper 
control arm at front. Telescopic dampers not fitted 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 
TF 1250 and 1500 

 

EXTERIOR 
1 Badging On 1500, “TF”1500 badge on either side of bonnet at front 

2 Body  There are flexing gaps in the body tub below rear of the doors. 

3 Bumper  Front and rear bumper bar spaces are aluminium or black, larger ones to 
the rear. 

4 Bumper  Overriders do not have rubber packers to bumpers.   

5 Doors Door hinges are painted body colour. 

6 Fuel Tank  Fuel tank ends are painted with chrome surrounds. Fuel tank straps are 
painted body colour. 

7 Hardware All unpainted bolts black phosphate. Cadmium plated bolts used in 
several locations, such as guard to body. 

8 Lighting Only the TF 1500 has rear reflectors. 

9 Lighting  Two aluminium tie straps for wiring harness at rear for tail lights. Tail light 
wiring harness clipped to lower inner guard bolts. 

10 Mudguard 

Louvers 
 Louvers under mud guards are body colour, held with Phillips round 
headed cadmium plated screws. 

11 Mudguard  Front of mud guards are recessed and inclined for bumper bar spaces. 
Sweep of the front guards and running boards should be smooth, not saw 
tooth. 

12 Piping Piping same colour as body. Piping where engine panels butt to radiator 
shell are short pieces and smaller diameter. 

13 Radiator There is an apron piece below the radiator.   

14 Wheels TF 1500 wheels (from TF6887) have deep dished centre hubs. All had 48 
spokes, silver grey, and not chrome plated. 

15 Windscreen  The windscreen rubber to be 28mm wide from screen. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

TF 1250 and 1500 

INTERIOR 
1 Carpets 

Carpets are black, plush and unbound, except behind handbrake. Foot piece to 
passenger side on top of carpet and carpeted separately. 

2 Doors Passenger door lock has a snib lock lever. 

3 Fuel tank 

Strap 

Tank strap fasteners are painted to match the upholstery. 

4 Hood The hood frames and side curtains were light tan / mushroom coloured. 

5 Instrument 

Panel 

 The dash centre is metallic gold/ tan colour. Chrome surround on dash centre. 

6 Instrument 

panel 
The main dash is upholstery trim colour (not body colour), as is scuttle underside and 
glovebox lining and underside. 

7 Instrument 

panel 
Trip meter reset cable projects under passenger glovebox with spacer and held with 
clip and small hex headed bolt. 

8 Mirror  TF 1500 has a dipping Lucas rear vision mirror, gold body with a chrome surround. 
TF 1250 (and some early 1500s) had non-dipping. 

9 Seats Seats have two lift-a-dot fasteners to each, below the tonneau rails, for the tonneau. 
Seats screwed down at rear. 

10 Side 

curtains 
 Side curtain hinges are held with four hex head bolts and nuts. Hinges are 5/16 inch 
knuckle, three joints to each. 

11 Side 

curtains 

 Side curtain compartment is covered with black felt, with cutout for differential 
access. 

12 Side 

curtains 

The patent plate is located on the drivers side curtain. 

13 Steering 

column 

 Clamp around leather gaiter at base of steering column. 

14 Steering 

Wheel 

The steering wheel centre and hub are metallic gold/ tan. 

15 Tonneau 

Frames 

 Tonneau frames at rear of seat are upholstery colour. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

TF 1250 and 1500 

ENGINE BAY 
1 Battery Bayonet caps for battery cables. Battery is rubber cased. 

2 Carburettor Air cleaner covers are held by cadmium plated hex bolts which include two bolts with 
extended heads and screw slots on the carburettor side..   

3 Carburettor  Fuel overflow pipes from carburettors run down to gather and to exit through hole in 
engine mount turning vertically for ¾ inch. 

4 Carburettor Special plate at starter for return spring to accelerator arm. 

5 Cooling Radiator hose clips are of dual-wire type. 

6 Electrical 8 post relay cover is cadmium plated. 

7 Electrical Rubber covers over solenoid and starter contacts for battery cables. 

8 Electrical  Wiring attached to steering rack with two aluminium tie straps. Wiring is held to 
chassis with black spring clips. 

9 Engine Engine colour and sump red. Tappet cover is metallic silver grey. 

10 Engine  Oil filler cap aluminium, held with ‘s’ link chain. 

11 Engine  Fan blades are painted black with the hub and water pump same as engine colour. 

12 Engine XPEG Cylinder head has AEF 118 stamped in. 

13 Firewall  Tool box lid painted gloss/satin black inside. 

14 Firewall Clip to hold tachometer cable at entry to firewall. 

15 Firewall Dust cover plate on clutch and brake housing to side of housing. 

16 Hardware Bonnet catches and locating plates are cadmium plated.  

17 Hardware  Clutch rods are painted black. 

18 Hardware  Phillips head countersunk self tappers with cut tips, cadmium plated, around radiator 
shell. 

19 Hardware  Front support bar to mud guards painted black. 

20 Manifold  Exhaust manifold is aluminium sprayed. 

21 Oil  Tecalemint oil filter cartridges painted warm tan colour, Purolator Oil filter cartridge 
painted metallic green. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

TF 1250 and 1500 

UNDERBODY 
1 Brake lines Four aluminium tie straps to differential housing for brake lines. 

2 Exhaust  Exhaust system painted flat black. Exhaust is held by plate on side of 
gearbox. 

3 Floor Boards Underbody floor boards painted satin/flat black. Chassis/suspension bolts 
under car originally black. 

4 Shock Absorbers Shock absorbers unpainted alloy body with black lever arms. Some 
replacements painted green. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGY Sedan and Tourer 

EXTERIOR 
1 Bumper  Front bumper is secured at two points, at the end of the chassis dumb irons. The 

holding nuts have chrome dome fittings. 

 

2 Bumper  YA sedans did not have overriders, but YT cars did. (Do not confuse with TD or TF 
overriders which are sometimes fitted as replacements.) 

 

3 Fog Light Fog light is Lucas FT57 and later models SFT575, fitted adjacent to the left side of 
the radiator on a special bracket attached to the bumper. The SFT575 does not 
have the bar across the centre of the lens. Both are fully chromed.   

 

4 Headlights  Headlights can be either chromed or painted body colour. 

 

5 Horn The horn is Altette (like TC but not chromed), fitted under front cross member 
beneath radiator to the left on a threaded hole, facing to the right. 

 

6 Piping Body piping between body and guards and running boards should be Rexine 
material covered cord usually body colour (not black plastic). 

 

7 Stop Light Only one stop light on RH side. The LH ‘D’ Lamp should have a clear glass lens on 
its left side for a reversing light. 

 

8 Wheels Wheels are steel disc. Wire wheels were not an option 

 

9 Windscreen Windscreen wipers should be chromed flat steel with rubber inserts. Should not be 
spring loaded. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGY Sedan and Tourer 

INTERIOR 
1 Carpet All carpets are black in colour. Carpets are fixed to floor with six (three each side) 

black metal edge retainers. 

 

2 Seats Seats are leather on wearing surfaces. Seat legs are chromed. The seat sides 
should not be chromed 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGY Sedan and Tourer 

ENGINE BAY 
1 

Carburettor 

 

Twin carburettors were never fitted to sedans. Always fitted to YT models. Fuel 
lines are braided.   

 

2 Electrical  The distributor does not have a micro adjuster. Spark plug leads come out of 
the side of the cap horizontally. Ignition coil is pointing downwards. 

 

3 Engine Except for the dip stick, there should be no chrome in the engine bay. 

 

4 Engine  Tappet cover is painted silver-grey. Engine side panels painted engine colour.   

 

5 Engine 

 

Fan blades are painted black. 

 

6 Jackall  All piping for the Jackall system should be copper. The fluid tank is painted 
black, as are the holding brackets. The screw top for the tank is painted red 
with yellow labels. The pump is unpainted except for the top of the selection 
pointer which is painted red. 

 

7 Manifold  Exhaust manifold is aluminium coated. 

 

8 Manifold Inlet manifold is aluminium from air cleaner to head. The MG badge cast into 
the aluminium was not filled with paint. 

 

9 Oil Pan Sump has no fins with flat bottom. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGY Sedan and Tourer 

UNDERBODY(to be completed) 
      

1     
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MAGNETTE 

EXTERIOR 
ZA 1953 to 1956; ZB and Varitone 1956 to 1959 

1 Bumpers Both bumper bars have a pair of over-riders fitted. 

2 Lighting  Head lights, fog and driving lights are all incandescent bulb Lucas type 
fittings. 

3 Lighting The fog and driving lights are mounted on brackets attached to the front 
over-riders, with the fluted glass fog light on the LHS. 

4 Petrol Flap  The ZA petrol flap has a push-button opener, while the ZB and ZBV have a 
key lock. 

5 Paint Code 
Varitone has two paint codes shown on body plate 

6 Piping Small body colour piping around grille and bonnet, front tray to mudguards 
and mudguards to body near windscreen. 

7 Rear 

Windscreen 
Small rear windscreen on ZA and ZB. Larger specially cut window on 
Varitone.  

8 Trafficators  Flashing indicators in lieu of trafficators optional(ZB standard home market 
cars only). Flashing trafficators standard on Varitone home and export 
models. 

9 Trafficators  Trafficators are fitted to all ZA and export ZB models. 

10 Trafficators 

Home market ZB and all ZBV models have chrome covers fitted over the 
trafficator slots. These models have factory fitted flashing indicators. Front 
parking lamp and rear indicator used as flashing indicator also.  An 
accessory indicator can be mounted in a rubber mounting block above the 
stop-tail lamps, with the rubber mounting block being a smaller version of the 
stop-tail light mount. Many owners fitted aftermarket flashing indicators as 
the factory arrangement was more difficult to see than the after-market 
arrangements.   

11 Wheels Whitewall tyres optional 

12 Wheels Wheel rims are steel slotted with four stud holes, and were originally fitted 
with 5.50 x 15 cross-ply tyres. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MAGNETTE 

INTERIOR 
1 Gearshift Small gearshift knob in black bakelite with the shift positions engraved 

in white 

3 Instrument Panel 1953 and early 1954 ZA models have the dash top made from metal 
painted with wood-grain finish, with face being from walnut veneer 
and sometimes some bakelite. All other years have top and fronts of 
dash made from a combination of solid and veneered walnut. Some 
or all panels of the face of dash could be done in walnut burl. 

4 Instrument Panel  All knobs on dash, except heater/fresh-air controls, are engraved in 
white with letter of function, e.g. C for choke, S for starter. 

5 Instrument panel 

storage 

 ZA has a large pocket covered in the leather/leatherette trim colour 
under the dash on the passenger side. The glove box is felt lined with 
the glove box lid painted brown on the inside. 

6 Instrument panel 

storage 
  ZB and ZBV have a parcel tray across the car under the dash with 
space for the heater box under the centre of the dash. 

7 Options  radio; heater and fresh-air ventilation (export cars) 

8 Radio (optional)  Radio speaker grill is gold in colour. 

9 Seats  All leather seats (6 vertical panels). The ZA were all one colour, while 
some ZBs had black leather with white piping. The bottom half of the 
backs of each bucket seat have carpet attached, the same colour as 
the floor carpet. 

10 Steering Wheel ZB and ZBV steering wheel has deeper dishing than ZA steering 
wheel. The horn ‘ring’ on the ZB and ZBV is obviously more dished. 

11 Trim All side trims were vinyl to match leather, leather padded rear door 
pulls, matching coloured rope front door pulls. 

12 Trim  Centre door post cappings and hood lining cappings are light grey 
rexine. Felt roof lining. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MAGNETTE 

ENGINE BAY 
1 Carburettors ZA has twin 1.25” SUs; ZB and ZBV have twin 1.5” SUs 

2 Carburettors Air cleaner: all models have one oil bath cleaner mounted above the 
tappet cover. The ZA’s cleaner is taller than that of the ZB and ZBV 
which is wider and flatter than the ZA’s. 

3 Clutch Clutch slave cylinder is mounted on centre top of gearbox just behind 
mounting plate. 

 

4 Coil Ignition coil is mounted in a bracket on generator on RHS of engine 
block. 

5 Engine ZA engine is 1500cc, ZB is 1500cc. This is cast on the front LHS of 
engine block under manifolds. 

 

6 Engine Engine colour is red. 

7 Engine Tappet cover has engine and patent plates riveted on either side 
towards rear. 

8 Engine The radiator fan is painted engine colour. 

 

9 Hardware Bonnet opening rod is black, with zinc spring clip and spring. The bonnet 
main spring and latch is body colour. 

 

10 Manifold Exhaust manifold is black. 

 

11 Master Cylinder Brake master cylinder  is black with zinc plated steel cap. 
 

12 Windscreen 

Washer 

Windscreen washer: is vacuum operated from manifold. ZA bottle is 
round, ZB is square. Bottle mounted in a cradle on RHS inner guard. 
Position varies. ZA has a suction bulb unit mounted above the centre of 
the bottle’s lid, while other models have two hoses attached to elbows 
on the lid. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MAGNETTE 

UNDERBODY 
1 Colour All the under body is in the vehicle’s exterior colour over proof coating. 

2 Suspension Suspension and shock absorbers are black. Exhaust and muffler also black. 

3 Gearbox Gearbox: 4 speed and reverse. Hydraulic clutch with slave cylinder mounted on 
top front of gearbox. 

4 Suspension Suspension: Independent front with upper wishbone, lower transverse link, and 
front and rear reaction arms. Live axle with semi-elliptic leave springs. Hydraulic 
telescopic shock absorbers, with lower sections finned. 

5 Brakes Brakes: Hydraulic with four drums, 10” x 1.75”. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MAGNETTE 

BOOT 
1 Trim  The floor of the boot is covered with a dark coloured removable mat, not of carpet, but 

more like linoleum.   

2 Trim The front of the boot from floor to top of petrol tank is covered in black bailey/bitumen 
board, creased to follow the contours of the tank. 

 

3 Trim Each raised section behind the wheel arches is covered with bailey/bitumen board also 
with spring clips and or buckled straps to hold the jack, wheel nut brace, pump and tool 
roll. The jack is positioned behind the spare tyre, while the tool roll and pump on the 
opposite side of the boot. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGA SINGLE CAM ROADSTER 

EXTERIOR 
 All items relate to Australian assembled (CKD)roadster.  

Imported (CBU), Coupe and Twin Cam  noted otherwise if different. 

1 Body Colour Correct for cars model/ year (Refer ADC* pages 103-104 for CBU or 
Appendix 1 for CKD) 

2 Bonnet Higher dome profile  on bonnet from approx Car 48000-50000 Within this 
range, either is acceptable Refer ADC* page 24/25. Hint: Early bonnet 
support strut pivot located partway along crossmember, later bonnet, strut 
pivot in line with longitudinal reinforcement. 

3 Brakes Brake drum black with chrome plugs in adjusting holes. Note, some 
evidence of some '1500'  CKD vehicles with silver painted drums. 

4 Bumper Bar Correct Section, curved, not flat 

5 Bumper Bar Inside Face painted silver/grey  

6 Bumper Bar Ends Suitably curved, not flat,  

7 Bumper Bar Overriders have rubber/ plastic strip at contact edge to bumper, 

8 Bumper Bar Conical grommets at bumper support bracket at point where it passes 
through facia(4 places front and 2 rear) 

9 Fog Lights Fog lights and driving lights optional on all models. Identified 'Lucas'  

10 Grille. Correct grille for model. Correct number of vertical slats on all models, mesh 
not original. 

11 Grille. Grille piping to terminate under grille, between 2 inches from outer edge of 
grille to directly under exposed rivet heads at lower face. No points 
deduction for ends meeting at centre below grille. 

12 Headlights Headlights to chassis 58918 Should be Lucas H4 with replaceable light 
globe. Then sealed beam. Tripod design not original. 

13 Hood Windows, stitched, not welded or zippered 

14 Hood Hood   Black vinyl on Australian built cars. CBU vehicles, black, light grey, 
light blue  or beige,  vinyl. 

15 Licence 
Plate 

Licence plate correctly mounted to backing plated fitted beneath front 
bumper, and correct support bracket at rear. Backing plate painted black 

16 Lower Sill 
finisher 

Lower sill finisher fitted from car no 19949 and body colour 
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17 Mudguard 
attachment 

Mudguard attachment to body under wheel arch using correct bolt with 
sharp point and large oval shaped washer, to captive nut in engine bay.  

18 Oval Vent 
Grille 

Correct type for model. 'reinforced' grille introduced with 1600 Mk I  

19 Piping Fender and grille piping to be grey (silver) 

21 Side Curtain Side Curtain to be flap type until October 1956 ( car no c. 10990), sliding 
optional from Oct 56, then standard vinyl covered through late 1600. 
Aluminium optional late 1600, and  MkII 

22 Side Curtain Sliding side curtains had fixed celluloid/ clear vinyl front panel, only rear 
section sliding. 

23 Tail Lamp Plinth to mudguard/ body panel gasket black on 1500, and MkII, grey on 
1600 Mk 1 

24 Turn Signal Correct tail and front park/ turn signal lamps for model 

25 Valance Front valance attached to mudguard using 3x small rectangular washers 
under bolt heads, to captive nuts on mudguard. 

28 Wheels Wire wheel  standard on CKD (Aus) cars, optional on CBU imported cars. 
48 spoke steel rim, or 60 spoke with alloy rim performance option. Painted 
silver/ grey. Chrome not offered. (Refer ADC p78) 

26 Wheels Bolt on disc wheels  painted silver/ grey, standard on imported vehicles with 
plain chrome hub cap. (no MG or other logo) 

27 Wheels Knock off spinners had MG logo until car 48730 

29 Windshield Hard Rubber packing approx 4 in long  fitted under  each end of botton 
frame rail 

30 Windshield Not Tinted 
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 Exterior- Appendix 1 Paint Colours, CKD Australian Production 

    

  MGA 1500 

  Bardiman Grey 

  Billeroy Blue 

  Mamba Black 

  Miran Green (later Guan Green) 

    

  MGA 1600 Mk I (to Mid 1960) 

  Bardiman Grey 

  Billeroy Blue 

  Carnation Red 

  Mamba Black 

  Guan Green (later BRG) 

    

  MGA1600 (From Mid 1960) 

  Aintree Green (late 1961 on) 

  British Racing Green 

  Katoomba Grey (Late 1961-on) 

  Mamba Black 

  Monza Red (Carnation Red) 

  Nurburg White 

    

  MGA 1600MkII 

  Same as late 1600 except BRG deleted from list 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

 ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGA SINGLE CAM ROADSTER  

INTERIOR 
 All items relate to Australian assembled (CKD)roadster.  

Imported (CBU), noted otherwise if different. 

1 Battery cover Roadster, body colour, retained by Dzus fasteners. Not carpeted or trimmed 

2 Carpet Type-Westminster fluted on CKD Australian cars, Kervel tufted on UK cars 

3 Carpet Colour- Black on roadster, grey on coupe 

4 Carpet Roadster- Floor, transmission tunnel and spare wheel cover and heelboard  
only.  
Coupe also had carpet on battery cover, rear wheel arch, and rear bulkhead 

5 Carpet Binding on rear edge gearbox cover, oil fill flap and crossmember cutouts 

6 Carpet Heel mat fitted to drivers side only, sewn in and cross pattern design  ref ADC* 
p66 

7 Door  Door opening sill panel, CKD was pop rivetted to front door pillar , welded on 
CBU 

8 Door  Hinges and phillips head screws, painted body colour 

9 Door  Catches, strikers and phillips head attaching screws plated, not painted. 

10 Door  Opening pull cable, black covered through  grommet at hole in rear panel of 
door pocket. 

11 Door  Metal Stiffener at lower edge of door pocket opeining in door card, trim colour 

12 Door  All models- Door opening trimmed in correct 'Furflex' windlacing. Trim colour on 
1500, red or black from SOP 1600. 
 As above with Ramsay sponge seal on CBU  

13 Door  Bump stop (x2 per side) correct 'wrap- around' design 

14 Floorboards  Attaching screws- Phillips Head, with special cup washer.  

15 Hood Bows grey, beige or black (note: White noted on some CKD cars) 

16 Hood Centre clip at windshield, from SOP 1600, with engraved MG emblem 

17 Instrument 
Panel  

Instruments Early 1500 to chassis 1489  Sept 1956 had large graphic. Ref ADC 
p 51  
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18 Instrument 
Panel  

1500/ 1600 MkI painted body colour except Twin Cam and coupe 

19 Instrument 
Panel  

CKD 1600 Mk II Painted body colour, chrome speaker bezel &SS strip along 
bottom of panel 

20 Instrument 
Panel  

1600MkII CBU, coupes, Twin Cam, vinyl covered in trim colour. Chrome 
speaker bezel &SS strip along bottom of panel 

21 Instrument 
Panel  

Radio blanking plate, colour and covering as per instrument panel. 

22 Instrument 
Panel  

Radio , period style CBU HMV Radiomobile as per ADC* p91.  CKD AM band 
period style. 

23 Instrument 
Panel  

Turn signal switch lever, correct type, short black Bakelite. Note long white 
lever fitted as dealer replacement is not as per original 

24 Instrument 
Panel  

Control knobs, pull out type, black bakelite with white lettering 

25 Mirror Rear view mirror to be correct style, and mirror housing painted gold. 

26 Sidescreen Bag correct design and trim colour behind seats all roadsters 

27 Sidescreen Correct wing nut attaching screw on 1500, round knurled nut on 1600 MkI and 
MkII 

28 Steering  Adjustable column spring chrome with chrome cover. 

29 Steering  Steering wheel of correct four spoke sprung wheel design, black bakelite rim;  
15" woodrim available all models from SOP Twin Cam  approx chassis 50270 
(April '58)refer ADC* p71. 

30 Trim Vinyl Trim all trimmed surfaces on CKD, (Except first 64 vehicles which used 
imported trim kits) Leather facings on seats, armrest and door rolls on CBU 

31 Trim Piping on seat trims, console armrest and both sides of upper cockpit rolls, 

same colour, and to trim colour scheme as shown ADC p 102 and 103. 

32 Windscreen Auster badge on centre of bottom rail. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

 MGA SINGLE CAM ROADSTER   

ENGINE BAY 
 All items relate to Australian assembled (CKD)roadster.  

Imported (CBU), Coupe and Twin Cam  noted otherwise if different. 

1 AA- General- 
Engine Bay 
paint colours 

Sheetmetal panels painted body colour 
Firewall painted Chassis Black 
Engine including block, head, rocker cover, thermo hsg, inlet manifold (balance 
pipe) carb heat shield, Vacuum advance tube and cylinder head and rocker 
cover fasteners painted MG Dark Red 

2 Air Intake Hose:     4 inch Kopex brand, colour black 

3 Air Cleaners: 2x Vokes brand. Black  

4 Bonnet     Body colour. Wooden strengthener at extreme forward end. Felt pad sealer 
over radiator. 

5 Bonnet  Prop, body colour (CBU cars, black). Release pull, body colour. Catches, both 
male and female, body colour (CBU cars plated) 

6 Cables, Speedo 
and Tachometer:   

Grey 

7 Carburettors 2x SU 1.5 inch, model H4. Unpolished body.  

8 Carburettors Damper top plain brass, hexagonal  (Not plastic or embossed) 

9 Carburettors Brass firing order plate. On carb balance pipe. 

10 Carburettors Float bowl overflow tubes routed behind bowl and extend down approx. 10 
inches.  

11 Carburettors Stamped aluminium tab faces out. Number stamping on tabs indicates model   

12 Carburettors Balance pipe (intake manifold), engine colour.     

13 Coil Aluminium. Lucas with Lucas decal. Placed on top of generator, 1500 and 
1600MkII and on Engine mount bracket, 1600 Mk I 

14 Cylinder Head 1500 and 1600 MkI, “15” cast into rear of head. 1600 MkII, “16” cast into head. 
Stud nuts, hexagonal,  painted engine colour 

15 Distributor SINGLE CAM engine: Lucas DM2 or DM2P4. Side entry cap for high tension 
lead.  

16 Distributor Twin Cam: 23D4 (no Vac Advance) Side Entry Cap for high tension leads  

17 Dipstick Engine colour 

18 Engine Block Block, cylinder head and sump, painted MG maroon/deep red 

19 Engine Mounts Black 

20 Exhaust 
Manifold 

Cast iron, unpainted 
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21 Fan: 1500, black. 1600, black or yellow. 1600 Mk 2, yellow 

22 Flasher Indicator 
Relay 

Lucas FL5 32010 (Aluminium cylinder with screw on terminals) 

23 Fuel Pump SU brand, single stage 

24 Generator Lucas. Engine colour or black (replacement). 

25 Heater Not fitted to Australian cars, unless Dealer- fitted. Blanking plate in RHS air  
inlet in radiator support panel if not fitted. Blanking plate on engine shelf, black 
enamel, if not fitted.  If fitted, correct Smiths brand, black enamel, with correct 
decals and plated clips. Correct cabling and copper pipes 

26 Hoses: Water hoses, correct corrugated type. Twin wire type clamps with slot head 
screws 

27 ID Plates Correct Identification plates, makers decals, Patent plates. Correctly affixed 

28 Master and 
Clutch Cylinders 

 Correct unpainted cast iron with plated metal cap (with breather hole). 
Reservoir extension on disc brake models. 
Metal filler cap. (not plastic) 

29 Mudguard Bolts Plated, pointed type (on captive nut side) with correct rectangular washers 
under bolt heads 

30 Oil Filter Cartridge type, bottom mounted. Tecalmit or Purolator 

31 Pedal Box Blanking plate opposite side of front bulkhead panel to pedal box . Correctly 
mounted  with rubber gasket. Mounted with edge face down on CKD Aust. 
Cars, edge up on CBU cars 

32 Radiator Correct V-cell core (except Twin Cam). Cap, 4  or 7psi. Black enamel.Brass 
makers label soldered   LHS rear of header tank on 1500.   1600 and Mk 2, 
either end of prop support flange. 

33 Radiator   Hoses  concertina type, clips double wire type, slotted screws. 

34 Rocker Cover Engine colour. Retaining nuts engine colour with plated cup washer, and with 
rubber  washer.   ID plates, MG and “Weslake” patents (Solid riveted). 

35 Spark Plug 
Leads 

Black with yellow numbers, correct suppressor type connectors 

36 Shock 
Absorbers 

Armstrong lever action dampers. Painted black. CBU cars the arms are black, 
the body is bare aluminium. 

37 Starter Motor Lucas, bendix drive type, engine colour. Black replacement acceptable 

38 Windscreen 
Washer Bottle 

Tudor brand plastic bottle. Holder bracket mid blue 

39 Wiring Loom Main Wiring Harness, Black Cotton braid all vehicles  
Tracer colours , SINGLE CAM cars, Brown /white/yellow parallel, Twin Cam 
white crisscross pattern 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

 MGA SINGLE CAM ROADSTER  

UNDERBODY 
 All items relate to Australian assembled (CKD) roadster.  

Imported (CBU),   noted otherwise if different. 

1 Axle Painted chassis black (low gloss finish) 

2 Axle Spring attachment to axle via U bolts, 2 nuts per threaded end (16 total) 

3 Battery Terminals correct 'cup' type,  

4 Battery Metal cable cover over 'link' cable 

5 Battery 2x 6 V batteries connected in series 

6 Battery Correct hold down clamps,  

7 Battery Rubber pads fitted between battery and cradle. Cradle welded not bolted 

8 Body Sheetmetal showing underbody, in body colour,  

9 Chassis  Chassis, fuel tank, suspension, rear axle steering shaft, steering gear and brake 

parts painted black 

10 Exhaust Correct long nuts holding flange to manifold 

11 Exhaust Pipe and silencer mild steel finished silver. 

12 Exhaust Short and long strap to  gearbox / engine interface 

13 Fasteners Bolts, U bolts and bracket hardware are plated not painted, bolt heads 

branded Linread, Wiley, Newton Rubery Owen GRS, or  not branded, not Ajax. 

Tailshaft bolts are painted. 

14 Floor Boards Timber, painted black 

15 Floor Boards Attaching screws, pointed ends tapped through frame.  

16 Front suspension Painted chassis black (low gloss finish) 

17 Front suspension Spring pan fixing bolt heads were to inside, nuts out. 

18 Fuel Pump SU High Pressure pump, rubber covering up to car no 93225 

19 Gearbox Unpainted aluminium 

20 Horn Standard single horn correct Lucas at RH chassis extension. Extra high note 

was optional all models, and fitted LHS. 

21 Shock Absorbers Lever arm type, body black on CKD,  unpainted on CBU, with black arms,  black 

or green if replacements 

22 Shock Absorbers  At rear, bolt heads inside and , with nuts at outer side of chassis. 

23 Splash plate- 

Front Wheel Well 

In front wheel arch, to rear of front wheel, seal to mudguard fastened to 

shield with bifurcated rivets 
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24 Splashplates- 

Rear Wheel Well 

Behind wheel, no rubber seal. Plate with rubber seal attached with bifurcated 

rivets at front of wheel well  from Chassis 29935  

25 Steering Gear  Correct screwed band clamp at rack boots 

26 Steering Gear  Tie Rod end grease nipple type and  spring clip at tie rod boot 

27 Wiring Harness 6 x Correct clips at RH chassis to carry battery lead, and  harness 

28 Wiring Harness Attached to top of rear chassis X-member using metal straps. 

29 Wiring Harness To front lights protected within wheel opening by plastic sleeve  

30 Wiring Harness To tail/ stop lights protected within wheel opening by plastic sleeve 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

- MGA ALL MODELS 

BOOT 
 All items relate to Australian assembled (CKD) Roadster.  

Imported (CBU), Coupe and Twin Cam noted otherwise if different. 

1 Boot Sheetmetal  body colour,  

2 Boot Floor Not Carpeted, loose mat noted on some CBU MkII. 

3 Boot Floor Felt or rubber strip between rear edge of floor pan and rear valance. 

4 Boot Floor Two felt pads on boot floor one either side under  spare tyre. 

5 Boot Lid Plywood stiffener with felt behind catch plate 

6 Boot lid Support rod black or body colour on CKD, always black on CBU 

7 Lock release 

pull rod 

Body Colour.  Felt pad under rod on top of LH wheel arch. 

8 Spare Wheel Cover attached to rear bulkhead by bolts, nuts and washes on CKD, pop 

rivets on CBU 

9 Spare Wheel  Cover should be 'Hardura' hessian-backed vinyl, light grey for CKD, dark 

flecked for CBU 

10 Spare Wheel  On Coupe model, spare wheel fully in boot from 1600 onwards. 

11 Starting  

handle 

Attached to rear bulkhead with three U shaped spring clips 

12 Tool Roll Strapped to rear bulkhead, concourse check for correct webbing type straps 

and buckles above spare wheel cover 

13 Tool Roll  Large tool bag contains jack and rods as well as smaller 'travelling tool roll' 

described below, and in Attachment 1 

14 Tool Roll Travelling Tool Roll' Compartmented roll-up tool roll made from Black vinyl 

covered hessian  material, plain vinyl noted  on some Twin Cam. 

15 Tool Roll Travelling Tool Roll' Contents for CKD varied slightly during production, but 

full tool roll for CBU as per attachment  1  is acceptable 

16 Tyre Pump Black body with wire feet, red hose, wooden handle 

17 Wheel Jack Jack and Rods as per ADC* p.34 

18 Wheel Jack Early cars Black Shelley, screw type, Rectangular base 

Later 1500 Black King Dick screw type hour glass base 

From Chassis 93548, Red Shelley, round base, and ratchet mechanism 
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Typical MGA Tool Kit Contents 

Refer ADC p. 34 for further information 

 TIRE IRONS, Marked 'DUNLOP' 

 FLAT WRENCHES, King Dick 

 TUBE WRENCHES, King Dick 

 SCREW DRIVERS 

 ADJUSTABLE SPANNER, King Dick 

 ADJUSTABLE SPANNER, Small 

 PLIERS 

 TIRE VALVE SPANNER 

 LUCAS SCREW DRIVER, for Contact Points 

 THICKNESS GAUGE, King Dick 

 DRAIN PLUG KEY 

HUBCAP REMOVER Disc wheel cars only 

 TOOL ROLL 

Note Some kits also included a small grease gun, either ENOTS or 

Tecalemit. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGA COUPE 

EXTERIOR 
 All Items relate to Coupe, all of which were imported in fully assembled condition. 

1 Body Colour Correct for cars model/ year (Refer ADC* pages 103-104 ) 

2 Bonnet Higher dome profile  on bonnet from approx Car 48000-50000 Within this 
range, either is acceptable Refer ADC* page 24/25. Hint: Early bonnet 
support strut pivot located partway along crossmember, later bonnet, strut 
pivot in line with longitudinal reinforcement. 

3 Brakes Brake drum black with chrome plugs in adjusting holes.  

4 Bumper Bar Correct Section, curved, not flat 

5 Bumper Bar Inside Face painted silver/grey  

6 Bumper Bar Ends Suitably curved, not flat,  

7 Bumper Bar Overriders have rubber/ plastic strip at contact edge to bumper, 

8 Bumper Bar Conical grommets at bumper support bracket at point where it passes through 
facia(4 places front and 2 rear) 

9 Door Small rubber buffer on window frame where door handle closes 

10 Fog Lights Fog lights and driving lights optional on all models. Identified 'Lucas'  

11 Grille. Correct grille for model. Correct number of vertical slats on all models, mesh 
not original. 

12 Grille. Grille piping to terminate under grille, between 2 inches from outer edge of 
grille to directly under exposed rivet heads at lower face. No points deduction 
for ends meeting at centre below grille. 

13 Headlights Headlights to chassis 58918 Should be Lucas H4 with replaceable light globe. 
Then sealed beam. Tripod design not original. 

14 Licence Plate Licence plate correctly mounted to backing plated fitted beneath front 
bumper, and correct support bracket at rear. Backing plate painted black 

15 Lower Sill 
finisher 

Lower sill finisher fitted from car no 19949 and body colour 

16 Mudguard 
attachment 

Mudguard attachment to body under wheel arch using correct bolt with sharp 
point and large oval shaped washer, to captive nut in engine bay.  

17 Oval Vent Grille Correct type for model. 'reinforced' grille introduced with 1600 Mk I  

18 Piping Fender and grille piping to be grey (silver) 

19 Tail Lamp Plinth to mudguard/ body panel gasket black on 1500, and MkII, grey on 1600 
Mk 1 

20 Turn Signal Correct tail and front park/ turn signal lamps for model 

21 Turret Windscreen – front and rear chrome on brass infill not plastic. 
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22 Turret Drip Gutter  has s/s trim. 

23 Valance Front valance attached to mudguard using 3x small rectangular washers 
under bolt heads, to captive nuts on mudguard. 

24 Wheels Wire wheel   optional on CBU imported cars. 48 spoke steel rim, or 60 spoke 
with alloy rim performance option. Paintedsilver/ grey. Chrome not offered. 
(Ref ADC p 78) 

25 Wheels Bolt on disc wheels  painted silver/ grey, standard on imported vehicles with 
plain chrome hub cap. (no MG or other logo) 

26 Wheels Knock off spinners had MG logo until car 48730 

27 Wheels Dunlop peg drive fitted to Twin Cam and de-luxe only. 

28 Windshield Not Tinted 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGA COUPE  

INTERIOR 
1 Battery cover Carpeted behind seats on battery cover etc. 

2 Carpet Type-Grey  Kervel tufted  

3 Carpet Binding on rear edge gearbox cover, oil fill flap and crossmember cutouts 

4 Carpet Heel mat fitted to drivers side only, sewn in and cross pattern design  ref 
ADC* p66 

5 Door  Door opening sill panel,  welded on CBU 

6 Door  Hinges and phillips head screws, painted body colour 

7 Door  Catches, strikers and phillips head attaching screws plated, not painted. 

8 Door  All models- Door opening trimmed in correct 'Furflex' windlacing. Trim colour 
on 1500, red or black from SOP 1600. 
 As above with Ramsay sponge seal on CBU  

9 Door  Bump stop (x1 per side) correct 'wrap- around' design 

10 Door  Door card 4 horizontal pleats, attachment to door frame with  8 self tapping 
screws with cup washers 

11 Door  Map pocket , vinyl, in footwell scuff plate on both sides 

12 Floorboards  Attaching screws- Phillips Head, with special cup washer.  

13 Instrument 
Panel  

 Vinyl covered in trim colour. Chrome speaker bezel &SS strip along bottom 
of panel 

14 Instrument 
Panel  

Radio blanking plate, colour and covering as per instrument panel. 

15 Instrument 
Panel  

Radio , period style CBU HMV Radiomobile as per ADC* p91.  CKD AM 
band period style. 

16 Instrument 
Panel  

Turn signal switch lever, correct type, short black bakelite 

17 Instrument 
Panel  

Control knobs, pull out type, black bakelite with white lettering 

18 Instrument 
Panel  

Scuttle top covered in Vinyl as per interior trim 

19 Mirror Rear view mirror to be correct style, and mirror housing painted gold. 

20 Seats Leather trimmed, special 4 horizontal pleat pattern- different stitching pattern 
to roadster. Ref ADC p 39 

21 Seats Competition Seats may have been original equipment 

22 Steering  Adjustable column spring chrome with chrome cover. 
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23 Steering  Steering wheel of correct four spoke sprung wheel design, black bakelite rim;  
15" woodrim available all models from SOP Twin Cam  approx chassis 
50270 (April '58)refer ADC* p71. 

24 Trim Armrest Leather trimmed, and  had no pleats 

25 Trim Piping on seat trims, console armrest and both sides of upper cockpit rolls, 
same colour, and to trim colour scheme as shown ADC p 102 and 103. 

26 Trim Headlining – correct small basket weave pattern. Off white/faint pink beige in 
colour. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

 MGA SINGLE CAM COUPE 

ENGINE BAY 
1 AA- General- Engine 

Bay paint colours 
Sheetmetal panels painted body colour 
Firewall painted Chassis Black 
Engine including block, head, rocker cover, thermo hsg, inlet 
manifold (balance pipe) carb heat shield, Vacuum advance 
tube and cylinder head and rocker cover fasteners painted 
MG Dark Red 

2 Air Intake Hose:      4 inch Kopex brand, colour black 

3 Air Cleaners: 2x Vokes brand. Black  

4 Bonnet     Body colour. Wooden strengthener at extreme forward end. 
Felt pad sealer over radiator. 

5 Bonnet  Prop, black.  Release pull, body colour. Catches, both male 
and female, plated. 

6 Cables, Speedo and 
Tachometer:     

Grey 

7 Carburettors 2x SU 1.5 inch, model H4. Unpolished body.  

8 Carburettors Damper top plain brass, hexagonal  (Not plastic or 
embossed) 

9 Carburettors Brass firing order plate. On carb balance pipe. 

10 Carburettors Float bowl overflow tubes routed behind bowl and extend 
down approx. 10 inches.  

11 Carburettors Stamped aluminium tab faces out. Correct stamping for carb 
model (TBA)      

12 Carburettors Balance pipe (intake manifold), engine colour.     

13 Coil Aluminium. Lucas with Lucas decal. Placed on top of 
generator, 1500 and 1600MkII and on Engine mount bracket, 
1600 Mk I 

14 Cylinder Head 1500 and 1600 MkI, “15” cast into rear of head. 1600 MkII, 
“16” cast into head.  
Stud nuts, hexagonal,  painted engine colour 

15 Distributor SINGLE CAM engine: Lucas DM2 or DM2P4. Side entry cap 
for high tension lead.  

17 Dipstick Engine colour 

18 Engine Block Block, cylinder head and sump, painted MG maroon/deep 
red 

19 Engine Mounts Black 
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20 Exhaust Manifold Cast iron, unpainted 

21 Fan: 1500, black. 1600, black or yellow. 1600 Mk 2, yellow 

22 Flasher Indicator 
Relay 

Lucas FL5 32010 (Aluminium cylinder with screw on 
terminals) 

23 Fuel Pump SU brand, single stage 

24 Generator Lucas. Engine colour or black (replacement). 

25 Heater Fitted as standard. Correct Smiths brand, black enamel, with 
correct decals and plated clips. Correct cabling and copper 
pipes 

26 Hoses: Water hoses, correct corrugated type. Twin wire type clamps 
with slot head screws 

27 ID Plates Correct Identification plates, makers decals, Patent plates. 
Correctly affixed 

28 Master and Clutch 
Cylinders 

 Correct unpainted cast iron with plated metal cap (with 
breather hole). 

29 Mudguard Bolts Plated, pointed type (on captive nut side) with correct 
rectangular washers under bolt heads 

30 Oil Filter Cartridge type, bottom mounted. Tecalmit or Purolator 

31 Pedal Box Blanking plate opposite side of front bulkhead panel to pedal 
box . Correctly mounted  with rubber gasket. Mounted with 
edge face  up on CBU cars 

32 Radiator Correct V-cell core. Cap, 4  or 7psi. Black enamel.Brass 
makers label soldered   LHS rear of header tank on 1500.   
1600 and Mk 2, either end of prop support flange. 

33 Radiator   Hoses  concertina type, clips double wire type, slotted 
screws. 

34 Rocker Cover Engine colour. Retaining nuts engine colour with plated cup 
washer, and with rubber  washer.   ID plates, MG and 
“Weslake” patents (Solid riveted). 

35 Spark Plug Leads Black with yellow numbers, correct suppressor type 
connectors 

36 Shock Absorbers Armstrong lever action dampers. Painted black. CBU cars 
the arms are black, the body is bare aluminium. 

37 Starter Motor Lucas, bendix drive type, engine colour. Black replacement 
acceptable 

38 Windscreen Washer 
Bottle 

Tudor brand plastic bottle. Holder bracket mid blue 

39 Wiring Loom Main Wiring Harness, Black Cotton braid all vehicles  
Tracer colours ,  Brown /white/yellow parallel,  
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGA SINGLE CAM COUPE  

UNDERBODY 
1 Axle Painted chassis black (low gloss finish) 

2 Axle Spring attachment to axle via U bolts, 2 nuts per threaded end (16 
total) 

3 Battery Terminals correct 'cup' type,  

4 Battery Metal cable cover over 'link' cable 

5 Battery 2x 6 V batteries connected in series 

6 Battery Correct hold down clamps,  

7 Battery Rubber pads fitted between battery and cradle. Cradle welded not 
bolted 

8 Body Sheetmetal showing underbody, in body colour,  

9 Chassis  Chassis, fuel tank, suspension, rear axle steering shaft, steering 
gear and brake parts painted black 

10 Exhaust Correct long nuts holding flange to manifold 

11 Exhaust Pipe and silencer mild steel finished silver. 

12 Exhaust Short and long strap to  gearbox / engine interface 

13 Fasteners Bolts, U bolts and bracket hardware are plated not painted, bolt 
heads branded Linread, Wiley, Newton Rubery Owen GRS, or  not 
branded, not Ajax. Tailshaft bolts are painted. 

14 Floor Boards Timber, painted black 

15 Floor Boards Attaching screws, pointed ends tapped through frame.  

16 Front 
suspension 

Painted chassis black (low gloss finish) 

17 Front 
suspension 

Spring pan fixing bolt heads were to inside, nuts out. 

18 Fuel Pump SU High Pressure pump, rubber covering up to car no 93225 

19 Gearbox Unpainted aluminium 

20 Horn Standard single horn correct Lucas at RH chassis extension. Extra 
high note was optional all models, and fitted LHS. 

21 Shock 
Absorbers 

Lever arm type, body black on CKD,  unpainted on CBU, with black 
arms,  black or green if replacements 

22 Shock 
Absorbers  

At rear, bolt heads inside and , with nuts at outer side of chassis. 

23 Splash plate- 
Front Wheel 
Well 

In front wheel arch, to rear of front wheel, seal to mudguard 
fastened to shield with bifurcated rivets 
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24 Splashplates- 
Rear Wheel 
Well 

Behind wheel, no rubber seal. Plate with rubber seal attached with 
bifurcated rivets at front of wheel well  from Chassis 29935  

25 Steering Gear  Correct screwed band clamp at rack boots 

26 Steering Gear  Tie Rod end grease nipple type and  spring clip at tie rod boot 

27 Wiring Harness 6 x Correct clips at RH chassis to carry battery lead, and  harness 

28 Wiring Harness Attached to top of rear chassis X-member using metal straps. 

29 Wiring Harness To front lights protected within wheel opening by plastic sleeve  

30 Wiring Harness To tail/ stop lights protected within wheel opening by plastic sleeve 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGA (ALL MODELS) 

BOOT 
 All items relate to Australian assembled (CKD) Roadster.  

Imported (CBU), Coupe and Twin Cam noted otherwise if different. 

1 Boot Sheetmetal  body colour,  

2 Boot Floor Not Carpeted, loose mat noted on some CBU MkII. 

3 Boot Floor Felt or rubber strip between rear edge of floor pan and rear valance. 

4 Boot Floor Two felt pads on boot floor one either side under  spare tyre. 

5 Boot Lid Plywood stiffener with felt behind catch plate 

6 Boot lid Support rod black or body colour on CKD, always black on CBU 

7 Lock release 

pull rod 

Body Colour.  Felt pad under rod on top of LH wheel arch. 

8 Spare Wheel Cover attached to rear bulkhead by bolts, nuts and washes on CKD, pop rivets on 

CBU 

9 Spare Wheel  Cover should be 'Hardura' hessian-backed vinyl, light grey for CKD, dark flecked for 

CBU 

10 Starting  

handle 

Attached to rear bulkhead with three U shaped spring clips 

11 Tool Roll Strapped to rear bulkhead, concourse check for correct webbing type straps and 

buckles above spare wheel cover 

12 Tool Roll  Large tool bag contains jack and rods as well as smaller 'travelling tool roll' 

described below, and in Attachment 1 

13 Tool Roll Travelling Tool Roll' Compartmented roll-up tool roll made from Black vinyl 

covered hessian  material, plain vinyl noted  on some Twin Cam. 

14 Tool Roll Travelling Tool Roll' Contents for CKD varied slightly during production, but full tool 

roll for CBU as per attachment  1  is acceptable 

15 Tyre Pump Black body with wire feet, red hose, wooden handle 

16 Wheel Jack Jack and Rods as per ADC* p.34 

17 Wheel Jack Early cars Black Shelley, screw type, Rectangular base 

Later 1500 Black King Dick screw type hour glass base 

From Chassis 93548, Red Shelley, round base, and ratchet mechanism 
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Attachment 1 

 Typical MGA Tool Kit Contents 

Refer ADC p. 34 for further information 

 TIRE IRONS, Marked 'DUNLOP' 

 FLAT WRENCHES, King Dick 

 TUBE WRENCHES, King Dick 

 SCREW DRIVERS 

 ADJUSTABLE SPANNER, King Dick 

 ADJUSTABLE SPANNER, Small 

 PLIERS 

 TIRE VALVE SPANNER 

 LUCAS SCREW DRIVER, for Contact Points 

 THICKNESS GAUGE, King Dick 

 DRAIN PLUG KEY 

HUBCAP REMOVER Disc wheel cars only 

 TOOL ROLL 

Note Some kits also included a small grease gun, either ENOTS or Tecalemit. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGA TWIN CAM ROADSTER 

EXTERIOR 
 All items relate to Australian assembled (CKD)roadster.  

Imported (CBU), Coupe and Twin Cam  noted otherwise if different. 

1 Body Colour Correct for cars model/ year (Refer ADC* pages 103-104 for CBU or 
Appendix 1 for CKD) 

2 Bonnet Higher dome profile  on bonnet from approx Car 48000-50000 Within 
this range, either is acceptable Refer ADC* page 24/25. Hint: Early 
bonnet support strut pivot located partway along crossmember, later 
bonnet, strut pivot in line with longitudinal reinforcement. 

4 Bumper Bar Correct Section, curved, not flat 

5 Bumper Bar Inside Face painted silver/grey  

6 Bumper Bar Ends Suitably curved, not flat,  

7 Bumper Bar Overriders have rubber/ plastic strip at contact edge to bumper, 

8 Bumper Bar Conical grommets at bumper support bracket at point where it passes 
through facia(4 places front and 2 rear) 

9 Fog Lights Fog lights and driving lights optional on all models. Identified 'Lucas'  

10 Grille. Correct grille for model. Correct number of vertical slats on all models, 
mesh not original. 

11 Grille. Grille piping to terminate under grille, between 2 inches from outer 
edge of grille to directly under exposed rivet heads at lower face. No 
points deduction for ends meeting at centre below grille. 

12 Headlights Headlights to chassis 58918 Should be Lucas H4 with replaceable 
light globe. Then sealed beam. Tripod design not original. 

13 Hood Windows, stitched, not welded or zippered 

14 Hood Hood   Black, light grey, light blue  or beige,  vinyl. 

15 Licence Plate Licence plate correctly mounted to backing plated fitted beneath front 
bumper, and correct support bracket at rear. Backing plate painted 
black 

16 Lower Sill finisher Lower sill finisher fitted from car no 19949 and body colour 

17 Mudguard 
attachment 

Mudguard attachment to body under wheel arch using correct bolt 
with sharp point and large oval shaped washer, to captive nut in 
engine bay.  

18 Oval Vent Grille Correct type for model. 'reinforced' grille introduced with 1600 Mk I  

19 Piping Fender and grille piping to be grey (silver) 
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21 Side Curtain Side Curtain to be flap type until October 1956 ( car no c. 10990), 
sliding optional from Oct 56, then standard vinyl covered through late 
1600. Aluminium optional late 1600, and  MkII 

22 Side Curtain Sliding side curtains had fixed celluloid/ clear vinyl front panel, only 
rear section sliding. 

23 Tail Lamp Plinth to mudguard/ body panel gasket black on 1500, and MkII, grey 
on 1600 Mk 1 

24 Turn Signal Correct tail and front park/ turn signal lamps for model 

25 Valance Front valance attached to mudguard using 3x small rectangular 
washers under bolt heads, to captive nuts on mudguard. 

28 Wheels Dunlop Peg Drive only. 

27 Wheels Knockons – flat faced chrome plated steel, then from chassis # 
1826  raised curved chrome plated bronze. 

29 Windshield Hard Rubber packing approx 4 in long  fitted under  each end of 
bottom frame rail 

30 Windshield Not Tinted 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGA TWIN CAM COUPE  

EXTERIOR 
 All Items relate to Coupe, all of which were imported in fully assembled condition. 

1 Body Colour Correct for cars model/ year (Refer ADC* pages 103-104 ) 

2 Bonnet Higher dome profile  on bonnet from approx Car 48000-50000 Within this 
range, either is acceptable Refer ADC* page 24/25. Hint: Early bonnet 
support strut pivot located partway along crossmember, later bonnet, strut 
pivot in line with longitudinal reinforcement. 

3 Brakes Brake drum black with chrome plugs in adjusting holes.  

4 Bumper Bar Correct Section, curved, not flat 

5 Bumper Bar Inside Face painted silver/grey  

6 Bumper Bar Ends Suitably curved, not flat,  

7 Bumper Bar Overriders have rubber/ plastic strip at contact edge to bumper, 

8 Bumper Bar Conical grommets at bumper support bracket at point where it passes through 
facia(4 places front and 2 rear) 

9 Door Small rubber buffer on window frame where door handle closes 

10 Fog Lights Fog lights and driving lights optional on all models. Identified 'Lucas'  

11 Grille. Correct grille for model. Correct number of vertical slats on all models, mesh 
not original. 

12 Grille. Grille piping to terminate under grille, between 2 inches from outer edge of 
grille to directly under exposed rivet heads at lower face. No points deduction 
for ends meeting at centre below grille. 

13 Headlights Headlights to chassis 58918 Should be Lucas H4 with replaceable light globe. 
Then sealed beam. Tripod design not original. 

14 Licence Plate Licence plate correctly mounted to backing plated fitted beneath front 
bumper, and correct support bracket at rear. Backing plate painted black 

15 Lower Sill 
finisher 

Lower sill finisher fitted from car no 19949 and body colour 

16 Mudguard 
attachment 

Mudguard attachment to body under wheel arch using correct bolt with sharp 
point and large oval shaped washer, to captive nut in engine bay.  

17 Oval Vent Grille Correct type for model. 'reinforced' grille introduced with 1600 Mk I  

18 Piping Fender and grille piping to be grey (silver) 

19 Tail Lamp Plinth to mudguard/ body panel gasket black on 1500, and MkII, grey on 1600 
Mk 1 

20 Turn Signal Correct tail and front park/ turn signal lamps for model 

21 Turret Windscreen – front and rear chrome on brass infill not plastic. 

22 Turret Drip Gutter  has s/s trim. 
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23 Valance Front valance attached to mudguard using 3x small rectangular washers 
under bolt heads, to captive nuts on mudguard. 

24 Wheels Wire wheel   optional on CBU imported cars. 48 spoke steel rim, or 60 spoke 
with alloy rim performance option. Paintedsilver/ grey. Chrome not offered.  

25 Wheels Bolt on disc wheels  painted silver/ grey, standard on imported vehicles with 
plain chrome hub cap. (no MG or other logo) 

26 Wheels Knock off spinners had MG logo until car 48730 

27 Wheels Dunlop peg drive fitted to Twin Cam and de-luxe only. 

28 Windshield Not Tinted 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 
 MGA TWIN CAM ROADSTER   

INTERIOR 
1 Battery cover Roadster, body colour, retained by Dzus fasteners. Not carpeted or 

trimmed 

2 Carpet Type-Westminster fluted on CKD Australian cars, Kervel tufted on UK cars 

3 Carpet Colour- Black on roadster, grey on coupe 

4 Carpet Roadster- Floor, transmission tunnel and spare wheel cover and heelboard  
only.  
Coupe also had carpet on battery cover, rear wheel arch, and rear 
bulkhead 

5 Carpet Binding on rear edge gearbox cover, oil fill flap and crossmember cutouts 

6 Carpet Heel mat fitted to drivers side only, sewn in and cross pattern design  ref 
ADC* p66 

7 Door  Door opening sill panel, CKD was pop rivetted to front door pillar , welded 
on CBU 

8 Door  Hinges and phillips head screws, painted body colour 

9 Door  Catches, strikers and phillips head attaching screws plated, not painted. 

10 Door  Opening pull cable, black covered through  grommet at hole in rear panel 
of door pocket. 

11 Door  Metal Stiffener at lower edge of door pocket opening in door card, trim 
colour 

12 Door  All models- Door opening trimmed in correct 'Furflex' windlacing. Trim 
colour on 1500, red or black from SOP 1600. 
 As above with Ramsay sponge seal on CBU  

13 Door  Bump stop (x2 per side) correct 'wrap- around' design 

14 Floorboards  Attaching screws- Phillips Head, with special cup washer.  

15 Hood Bows grey, beige or black (note: White noted on some CKD cars) 

16 Hood Centre clip at windshield, from SOP 1600, with engraved MG emblem 

17 Instrument 
Panel  

Tachometer Redlined at 7,500 RPM 

18 Instrument 
Panel  

1500/ 1600 MkI painted body colour except Twin Cam and coupe 

20 Instrument 
Panel  

Vinyl covered in trim colour. Chrome speaker bezel &SS strip along bottom 
of panel 

21 Instrument 
Panel  

Radio blanking plate, colour and covering as per instrument panel. 

22 Instrument 
Panel  

Radio , period style CBU HMV Radiomobile as per ADC* p91.  CKD AM 
band period style. 
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23 Instrument 
Panel  

Turn signal switch lever, correct type, short black bakelite 

24 Instrument 
Panel  

Control knobs, pull out type, black bakelite with white lettering 

25 Mirror Rear view mirror to be correct style, and mirror housing painted gold. 

26 Sidescreen Bag correct design and trim colour behind seats all roadsters 

27 Sidescreen Correct wing nut attaching screw on 1500, round knurled nut on 1600 MkI 
and MkII 

28 Steering  Adjustable column spring chrome with chrome cover. 

29 Steering  Steering wheel of correct four spoke sprung wheel design, black bakelite 
rim;  15" woodrim available all models from SOP Twin Cam  approx 
chassis 50270 (April '58)refer ADC* p71. 

30 Trim Vinyl Trim all trimmed surfaces on CKD, (Except first 64 vehicles which 
used imported trim kits) Leather facings on seats, armrest and door rolls 
on CBU 

31 Trim Piping on seat trims, console armrest and both sides of upper cockpit rolls, 
same colour, and to trim colour scheme as shown ADC p 102 and 103. 

32 Windscreen Auster badge on centre of bottom rail. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGA TWIN CAM COUPE  

INTERIOR 
1 Battery cover Carpeted behind seats on battery cover etc. 

2 Carpet Type-Grey  Kervel tufted  

3 Carpet Binding on rear edge gearbox cover, oil fill flap and crossmember cutouts 

4 Carpet Heel mat fitted to drivers side only, sewn in and cross pattern design  ref 
ADC* p66 

5 Door  Door opening sill panel,  welded on CBU 

6 Door  Hinges and phillips head screws, painted body colour 

7 Door  Catches, strikers and phillips head attaching screws plated, not painted. 

8 Door  All models- Door opening trimmed in correct 'Furflex' windlacing. Trim colour 
on 1500, red or black from SOP 1600. 
 As above with Ramsay sponge seal on CBU  

9 Door  Bump stop (x1 per side) correct 'wrap- around' design 

10 Door  Door card 4 horizontal pleats, attachment to door frame with  8 self tapping 
screws with cup washers 

11 Door  Map pocket , vinyl, in footwell scuff plate on both sides 

12 Floorboards  Attaching screws- Phillips Head, with special cup washer.  

13 Instrument 
Panel  

 Vinyl covered in trim colour. Chrome speaker bezel &SS strip along bottom 
of panel 

14 Instrument 
Panel  

Radio blanking plate, colour and covering as per instrument panel. 

15 Instrument 
Panel  

Radio , period style CBU HMV Radiomobile as per ADC* p91.  CKD AM 
band period style. 

16 Instrument 
Panel  

Turn signal switch lever, correct type, short black bakelite 

17 Instrument 
Panel  

Control knobs, pull out type, black bakelite with white lettering 

18 Instrument 
Panel  

Scuttle top covered in Vinyl as per interior trim 

19 Mirror Rear view mirror to be correct style, and mirror housing painted gold. 

20 Seats Leather trimmed, special 4 horizontal pleat pattern- different stitching pattern 
to roadster. Ref ADC p 39 

21 Seats Competition Seats may have been original equipment 

22 Steering  Adjustable column spring chrome with chrome cover. 

23 Steering  Steering wheel of correct four spoke sprung wheel design, black bakelite 
rim;  15" woodrim available all models from SOP Twin Cam  approx chassis 
50270 (April '58)refer ADC* p71. 
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24 Trim Armrest Leather trimmed, and  had no pleats 

25 Trim Piping on seat trims, console armrest and both sides of upper cockpit rolls, 
same colour, and to trim colour scheme as shown ADC p 102 and 103. 

26 Trim Headlining – correct small basket weave pattern. Off white/faint pink beige in 
colour. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGA  TWIN CAM 

ENGINE BAY 
1 AA- General- Engine 

Bay paint colours 
Sheetmetal panels painted body colour 
Chassis Firewall painted Chassis Black 
Engine including block, head,  thermo hsg, inlet manifold 
(balance pipe) carb heat shield, Vacuum advance tube and 
cylinder head  painted MG Dark Red 

2 Air Intake Hose:      4 inch Kopex brand, colour black 

3 Air Cleaners: 2x Vokes brand. Black elongated circle shape. 

4 Bonnet     Body colour. Wooden strengthener at extreme forward end. 

5 Bonnet  Prop,  black.  Release pull, body colour. Catches, both male 
and female,  plated. 

6 Cables, Speedo and 
Tachometer:     

Grey 

7 Carburettors 2x SU 1.75 inch, model H6. Unpolished body.  

8 Carburettors Damper top plain brass, hexagonal  (Not plastic or embossed) 

10 Carburettors Float bowl overflow tubes routed behind bowl and extend down 
approx. 24 inches.  

11 Carburettors . Correct stamping for carb model AUC 877      

13 Coil Aluminium. Lucas with Lucas decal.  

14 Cylinder Head Cam Cover dome acorn nuts, zinc/ cadmium plated not chrome 
(inspect for damage to cam covers under dome nuts) 

  Cylinder Head Cam Cover MG insignia unpainted 

17 Dipstick Engine colour 

18 Engine Block Block, cylinder head and sump, painted MG maroon/deep red 

19 Engine Mounts Black 

20 Exhaust Manifold Cast iron, unpainted 

21 Fan: Red 

22 Flasher Indicator 
Relay 

Lucas FL5 32010 (Aluminium cylinder with screw on terminals) 

23 Fuel Pump SU brand,  

24 Generator Lucas. Engine colour or black (replacement). 
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25 Heater Blanking plate in RHS air  inlet in radiator support panel if not 
fitted. Blanking plate on engine shelf, black enamel, if not fitted.  
If fitted, correct Smiths brand, black enamel, with correct 
decals and plated clips. Correct cabling and copper pipes 

26 Hoses: Water hoses, correct corrugated type. Twin wire type clamps 
with slot head screws 

27 ID Plates   

28 Master Brake and 
Clutch Cylinders 

 Brake Master Cylinder - Dunlop 
Clutch Master Cylinder Girling 

29 Mudguard Bolts Plated, pointed type (on captive nut side) with correct 
rectangular washers under bolt heads 

30 Oil Filter Cartridge type, bottom mounted. Tecalmit or Purolator 

31 Pedal Box Blanking plate opposite side of front bulkhead panel to pedal 
box . Correctly mounted  with rubber gasket. Mounted with 
edge face  down. 

32 Radiator  Black enamel.Brass makers label soldered centre top of fan 
shield 

  Radiator Rubber seal on top of tank 

35 Spark Plug Leads Black with yellow numbers, correct suppressor type connectors 

36 Shock Absorbers Armstrong lever action dampers. Painted black. CBU cars the 
arms are black, the body is bare aluminium. 

37 Starter Motor Lucas, bendix drive type, engine colour. Black replacement 
acceptable 

38 Windscreen Washer 
Bottle 

Tudor brand plastic bottle. Holder bracket mid blue 

39 Wiring Loom  Wiring Harness, Black Cotton braid all harnesses 
Tracer colours ,  Main white crossover tracer, others as per 
SINGLE CAM 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGA  TWIN CAM  

UNDERBODY 
1 Axle Painted chassis black (low gloss finish) 

2 Axle Spring attachment to axle via U bolts, 2 nuts per threaded end (16 total) 

3 Battery Terminals correct 'cup' type,  

4 Battery Metal cable cover over 'link' cable 

5 Battery 2x 6 V batteries connected in series 

6 Battery Correct hold down clamps,  

7 Battery Rubber pads fitted between battery and cradle. Cradle welded not 
bolted 

8 Brakes Calipers – Dunlop either unplated or zinc/cadmium plated. 

9 Body Sheetmetal showing underbody, in body colour,  

10 Chassis  Chassis, fuel tank, suspension, rear axle steering shaft, steering gear 
and brake parts painted black 

11 Exhaust Correct long nuts holding flange to manifold 

12 Exhaust 3/4 inch Pipe and silencer mild steel finished silver. 

13 Exhaust Short and long strap to  gearbox / engine interface 

14 Fasteners Bolts, U bolts and bracket hardware are plated not painted, bolt heads 
branded Linread, Wiley, Newton Rubery Owen GRS, or  not branded, 
not Ajax. Tailshaft bolts are painted. 

15 Floor Boards Timber, painted black 

16 Floor Boards Attaching screws, pointed ends tapped through frame.  

17 Front 
suspension 

Painted chassis black (low gloss finish) 

18 Front 
suspension 

Spring pan fixing bolt heads were to inside, nuts out. 

19 Fuel Pump SU High Pressure pump, rubber covering up to car no 93225 

20 Gearbox Unpainted aluminium 

21 Horn Standard single horn correct Lucas at RH chassis extension. Extra high 
note was optional all models, and fitted LHS. 

22 Shock 
Absorbers 

Lever arm type, body black on CKD,  unpainted on CBU, with black 
arms,  black or green if replacements 

23 Shock 
Absorbers  

At rear, bolt heads inside and , with nuts at outer side of chassis. 

24 Splash plate- 
Front Wheel 
Well 

In front wheel arch, to rear of front wheel, seal to mudguard fastened to 
shield with bifurcated rivets 
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25 Splashplates- 
Rear Wheel 
Well 

Behind wheel, no rubber seal. Plate with rubber seal attached with 
bifurcated rivets at front of wheel well  from Chassis 29935  

26 Steering Gear  Correct screwed band clamp at rack boots 

27 Steering Gear  Tie Rod end grease nipple type and  spring clip at tie rod boot 

28 Wiring Harness 6 x Correct clips at RH chassis to carry battery lead, and  harness 

29 Wiring Harness Attached to top of rear chassis X-member using metal straps. 

30 Wiring Harness To front lights protected within wheel opening by plastic sleeve  

31 Wiring Harness To tail/ stop lights protected within wheel opening by plastic sleeve 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGA Twin Cam  

BOOT 
 All items relate to Australian assembled (CKD)roadster.  

Imported (CBU), Coupe and Twin Cam  noted otherwise if different. 

1 Boot Sheetmetal  body colour,  

2 Boot Floor Not Carpeted, loose mat noted on some CBU MkII. 

3 Boot Floor Felt or rubber strip between rear edge of floor pan and rear valance. 

4 Boot Floor Two felt pads on boot floor one either side under  spare tyre. 

5 Boot Lid Plywood stiffener with felt behind catch plate 

6 Boot lid Support rod black or body colour on CKD, always black on CBU 

7 Lock release 
pull rod 

Body Colour.  Felt pad under rod on top of LH wheel arch. 

8 Spare Wheel Cover attached to rear bulkhead by bolts, nuts and washes on CKD, pop rivets on 
CBU 

9 Spare Wheel  Cover should be 'Hardura' hessian-backed vinyl, light grey for CKD, dark flecked 
for CBU 

10 Starting  
handle 

Attached to rear bulkhead with three U shaped spring clips 

11 Tool Roll Strapped to rear bulkhead, concourse check for correct webbing type straps and 
buckles above spare wheel cover 

12 Tool Roll  Large tool bag contains jack and rods as well as smaller 'travelling tool roll' 
described below, and in Attachment 1 

13 Tool Roll Travelling Tool Roll' Compartmented roll-up tool roll made from Black vinyl 
covered hessian  material, plain vinyl noted  on some Twin Cam. 

14 Tool Roll Travelling Tool Roll' Contents for CKD varied slightly during production, but full 
tool roll for CBU as per attachment  1  is acceptable 

15 Tyre Pump Black body with wire feet, red hose, wooden handle 

16 Wheel Jack Jack and Rods as per ADC* p.34 

17 Wheel Jack Early cars Black Shelley, screw type, Rectangular base 
Later 1500 Black King Dick screw type hour glass base 
From Chassis 93548, Red Shelley, round base, and ratchet mechanism 
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Attachment 1 

 Typical MGA Tool Kit Contents 

Refer ADC p. 34 for further information 

 TIRE IRONS, Marked 'DUNLOP' 

 FLAT WRENCHES, King Dick 

 TUBE WRENCHES, King Dick 

 SCREW DRIVERS 

 ADJUSTABLE SPANNER, King Dick 

 ADJUSTABLE SPANNER, Small 

 PLIERS 

 TIRE VALVE SPANNER 

 LUCAS SCREW DRIVER, for Contact Points 

 THICKNESS GAUGE, King Dick 

 DRAIN PLUG KEY 

HUBCAP REMOVER Disc wheel cars only 

 TOOL ROLL 

Note Some kits also included a small grease gun, either ENOTS or Tecalemit. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGB MK I  ROADSTER 

EXTERIOR 
Models: MGB MKI (Pull out door handles), 3 bearing 18G/18GA engine, car numbers GHN3 
(YGHN3 for CKD cars) 101-48765. Production from 1962 to mid 1964 
MGB MKI (push button door handles), 5 Bearing 18GB engine, car numbers 48766- 138799. 
Production from October 1964 to October 1967 
Optional extras : wire wheels, radio, heater/demister, oil cooler (standard on CKD cars), brake 
vacuum booster, overdrive from Jan 1963, folding hood, colour coded hood and tonneau. 

1 Bonnet  MKI, Aluminium (MKII Steel) Under-bonnet insulation, 2 piece black vinyl hessian 
backing, glued. Bonnet steady rubber one each side front half . Engine bay seal 
rear half of engine bay. Rubber attached to rain channel. 

2 Door 
Handles 

Push Button handles released April 1965 

3 Front 
Grille 

Separate rivetted stainless steel slats on pull out door handle (18GA) cars. One 
piece pressed aluminium section on push button (18GB) cars. May be either on 
CKD cars.  

4 Hood  All stitched (not welded) intially single stitch then double stitched (1963)  Standard 
hood pack-away type, breakdown bows, permanently attached folding soft-top 
optional. Standard colour black, optional coloured hoods and tonneaus until 
December 1966. Hood studs on rear deck fully covered with hood erect. Hood 
bows light grey to end 1970. Black 1971 on. 

5 Lights Front indicator/ parking light assembly 2"from edge of grille.  Indicator in inboard 
position.  Reversing lights introduced late 1967.  Lucas type sealed beam 
headlamps. 

6 Paint 
Colours 

Refer Original MGB by Anders Ditlev Clausager p 130-135 for paint colour codes 
for CBU cars.  CKD cars may vary and period colours may be acceptable.  

7 Petrol Cap Vented, non lockable type with grooves around circumference. 

8 Rear 
Bumper 

Infills between bumper and body inboard from tail lights were painted body colour 
until end 1963 (28264). Thereafter polished aluminium. (Can be chromed steel).  

9 Wheels Ventilated 4 stud steel disc 4Jx14'on all 18GA cars. Optional wire wheels 
4.5Jx14". Tyres initially 5.60x14"cross ply, later 155x14"radial. On push button 
(18GB) cars, wheels were 5Jx14"with 165x14 tyres . CKD cars wire wheels 
painted silver grey. Chrome wheels optional from October 1965 to June 1971.  
Chromed wheels had chrome winged spinner knock-ons (no MG logo) . 
''UNDO"with arrow right or left on RH or LH respectively. 
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 MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGB -MK I ROADSTER 

INTERIOR 
Models: MGB MKI (Pull out door handles), 3 bearing 18G/18GA engine, car numbers GHN3 
(YGHN3 for CKD cars) 101-48765. Production from 1962 to mid 1964 
MGB MKI (push button door handles), 5 Bearing 18GB engine, car numbers 48766- 138799. 
Production from October 1964 to October 1967 
Optional extras : wire wheels, radio, heater/demister, oil cooler (standard on CKD cars), brake 
vacuum booster, overdrive from Jan 1963, folding hood, colour coded hood and tonneau. 

1 Carpet Carpet on transmission tunnel has separate moulding around 
gear shift hump. Rear inner guards have moulded carpet, as do 
lower part of seat squabs. No carpet on floor. 

2 Instrument Panel Painted black crackle finish. All switches are toggle-type except 
for later cars which had round knob pull switch for headlights. 
Push type windscreen washer pump. 

3 Instrument Panel Instruments on 18G and 18GA cars, Jaeger. 18GB cars, Smiths. 
Chrome finisher inside of instrument hood deleted from mid 1963. 
Tachometer has 4 CYL POSITIVE EARTH label on face. 

4 Instrument Panel Choke control knob can have various patterns. Early cars have a 
white C engraved, later cars have a circle with 4-bladed fan 
emblem (sometimes with an arrow for lock position) 

5 Instrument Panel Radio speaker grill is anodised gold colour 

6 Seats Non-reclining. Inclination adjustment by  two screws on lower 
back frame. CBU cars have leather facing, CKD, vinyl. Piping can 
be contrasting colours. Seat, black or contrasting 

7 Steering Wheel 16.5 inch black plastic (uncovered). 3 chrome plated spokes at 
20 to 4 position. 2 chrome spokes at 6 o'clock   

8 Transmission Tunnel MKI tunnel is narrower than MKII. Pronounced hump at the 
gearshift. Gear lever has a forward bend midway up. Cars with 
optional overdrive have a straight gear lever. Chrome Bezel 
around the gear shift aperture is oval (MKII is round). Gear shift 
knob is black teardrop shape, shift pattern engraved in white.  

  Transmission Tunnel Ashtray (optional). Forward of gear lever, standard on CKD cars. 

  Trim Door waist-rail has small tab at rear 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGB MK I ROADSTER 

ENGINE BAY 
Models: MGB MKI (Pull out door handles), 3 bearing 18G/18GA engine, car numbers GHN3 
(YGHN3 for CKD cars) 101-48765. Production from 1962 to mid 1964 
MGB MKI (push button door handles), 5 Bearing 18GB engine, car numbers 48766- 138799. 
Production from October 1964 to October 1967 
Optional extras : wire wheels, radio, heater/demister, oil cooler (standard on CKD cars), brake 
vacuum booster, overdrive from Jan 1963, folding hood, colour coded hood and tonneau. 

1 AA- General- Engine 
Bay paint colours 

Sheetmetal panels painted body colour. Engine colour, red or MG 
Maroon. Patent plates rivetted to top of tappet cover in early 
models, glued on in later models. 

2 Brake and Clutch 
Master Cylinders 

Metal caps early models, plastic caps later models 

3 Car Number Located on RH inner guard forward of radiator prefix Y(for CKD 
cars). G(for MG) H (For B type engine)  N (for 2 seater) 3 (for third 
series). Followed by car number 

4 Carburettors Twin 1.5 inch SU HS4 (braided Stainless Steel fuel lines). 
Crankcase ventilation breather outlet pipe from tappet cover 
vented to front air filter (prior to Feb 1964). Closed circuit breather 
control valve to breather outlet pipe on left front engine side cover 
to centre of inlet manifold after Feb 1964. NB: This valve is often 
removed because of NLA parts and tuning problems 

5 Distributor Lucas with micro adjuster. Spark plug leads exit side of distributor 
cap. Connectors 90 deg bakelite with built in suppressors and 
exposed connectors. Slip on numbers on sleeves, black plastic 
bridging strip. Coil is Lucas HA12 attached to engine mount under 
generator. 

6 Electrical System 12Volt positive earth. 2x 6 Volt batteries 

7 Engine number Stamped on top RH side of block. 18(for 1800 cc) G (for MG) A/B 
(for 3 bearing engine/ 5 bearing engine. U/R/A (for manual/ 
overdrive/ automatic. H (for high compression.  Followed by 
engine number. 

8 Exhaust Manifold Cast Iron painted black 

9 Generator Lucas C40/1. Voltage regulator on upper-rear RH inner guard. 
Generator is engine colour. Support bracket from rear of gerator to 
oil cooler pipe. Replacement/ reconditioned colour, black. 

10 Horns Twin Lucas 

11 Labels  Correct Labels must be fitted 
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12 Mudguard Bolts Bolts in water channels painted body colour. 

13 Oil System Oil filter Tecalemit cannister type (not spin off cartridge) RH side of 
engine painted engine colour.  Filler cap metal prior Feb 1964, 
black plastic later.  Oil cooler located in front of radiator  single 
flange on bottom (18GA) , top and bottom flange on 18GB. 

14 Radiator Filler vent faces  rear (right) of radiator bulkhead (Note: Different 
from MKII's.) Radiator hose, corrugated rubber, dual-wire clips.  3 
bladed radiator fan painted yellow (some early cars 6 bladed fan 
left over from MGA) 

15 Starter Motor Inertia type. Spring mechanism visible from RH side of engine, 
beside gearbox. Separate push button starter solenoid mounted 
on RH inner guard below regulator. Start painted engine colour. 

16 Tachometer drive Mechanical on 18GA, electrical on 18GB.  

17 Washer Bottle TUDOR brand with blue mounting bracket, passengers side. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGB-MK I ROADSTER 

BOOT 
Models: MGB MKI (Pull out door handles), 3 bearing 18G/18GA engine, car numbers GHN3 
(YGHN3 for CKD cars) 101-48765. Production from 1962 to mid 1964 
MGB MKI (push button door handles), 5 Bearing 18GB engine, car numbers 48766- 138799. 
Production from October 1964 to October 1967 
Optional extras : wire wheels, radio, heater/demister, oil cooler (standard on CKD cars), brake 
vacuum booster, overdrive from Jan 1963, folding hood, colour coded hood and tonneau. 

1 Boot Sheet metal, body colour. No mat. Fuel pipe, body colour with lower 
rubber hose, Wire clamps 

2 Boot Support 

Rod 

Body colour, on left hand side 

3 Hood Straps Straps for holding stow-away hood should be present  

4 Sealing Rubber Glued to underface on boot lid 

5 Spare Wheel Stowed top up with central, threaded clamp (CBU cars stowed steel 
wheels face down) 

6 Tool Roll Black PVC plastic- coated hessian roll, stowed loose beside spare wheel. 
Contents, King Dick jack, wheel hammer, plug spanner,tommy bar 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGB -MK II ROADSTER 

1   Car Numbers GHN4 138899 - 187210 From Oct '67.  
Specification as per MKI except as follows: 

2 A General Options Optional extras: Chrome wire wheels; radio; heater/demister 
(standard from late 1968); overdrive (although an option, it 
was more of a standard feature); folding hood (standard from 
Aug 1970), automatic transmission (up to 1973, then deleted).   

3 Engine Bay Engine Engine 8GD/18GG. 

4 Engine Bay Electrical  Negative earth electrical system. Alternator (initially Lucas 
16AC then 16ACR from 1969) replaces generator. Pre-
engaged starter (initially Lucas M418G, then 2M100 for 1973 
model). 

5 Engine Bay Emissions  Crankcase ventilation control valve deleted on 18GG engine 
(Sept 1968). Crankcase ventilation hoses now feed directly 
into carburettors. 

6 Engine Bay Radiator  Radiator filler vent is now forward of the radiator bulkhead. 

7 Engine Bay Heater Heater standard from Nov 1968. Early models had Air Box 
only. 

8 Exterior Badges CKD cars were fitted with a small rectangular 'MkII' badge 
LHS below boot. 'Overdrive' badge above MG logo on boot. 

9 Exterior Lighting The front park light/indicator assembly is located 1 inch 
(compared with 2 inches for MKI) away from the grille. 

10 Exterior Paint Colours Refer Original MGB by Anders Ditlev Clausager p 130-135 for 
paint colour codes for CBU cars.  CKD cars may vary and 
period colours may be acceptable.  

11 Interior Carpet Black loop pile on transmission tunnel, floor, sills, and battery 
cover 

12 Interior Trans Tunnel MGB MKIIs have wider transmission tunnel with no hump in 
the gear stick area to house the new all synchomesh gearbox 
and LH overdrive. 

12 Interior Seats Reclining seats became standard with chrome adjusting lever 
on side of squab. Colour contrast piping deleted.   

13 Interior Door Revised door trim, with black recessed plastic pull handles for 
door release and separate door close pull handle. 

14 Underbody Rear Axle Salisbury-type rear axle. 
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15   BL model. Car Numbers GHN5 187211-218999,  about Oct 
1969. Specification as per previous model, except for 
changes as follows 

 

16 Engine Bay Brakes Brake booster now standard on UK cars. Brake booster was 
never fitted to Australian factory cars, but could be dealer 
fitted with a PBR kit. 

17 Exterior Grille Revised recessed radiator grille with black slats and chrome 
‘sideways-D’ strip superimposed. MG octagon in centre of 
grille. 

18 Exterior Badges Small blue 'BL' badges attached to front mudguards near door 
gap. Boot badge , one piece solid black background. 

19 Exterior Bonnet Steel bonnet replaces aluminium bonnet. 

20 Exterior Wheels Introduction of Rostyle 4 stud pressed steel disc road wheels 
(Painted silver and black). Radial ply tyres were optional but 
became standard from Aug 1973. 

21 Interior Steering Wheel Alloy-look (painted finish steel) spoked (with holes) leather 
covered steering wheel. Horn switch incorporated into 
indicator stalk. 

22 Interior Instrument 

panel 

Dash switches replaced by rocker switches. 

23 Interior Seats Seat trim now Ambla (woven basken weave effect). Optional 
headrests. 

24   Car Numbers 219000-258000, Aug 1970. Specification as 
per previous model, except for changes as follows 

 

25 Boot Boot Lid Telescopic struts for bonnet and boot. 

26 Engine Bay Engine Engines painted black instead of red. 

27 Engine Bay Bonnet Telescopic struts for bonnet and boot. 

28 Exterior Roof Redesigned folding soft-top, with lower profile. 

29 Exterior Bumpers Rubber faced overriders. 

30 Interior Steering Steering column locks introduced. 

31 Interior Steering  Alloy-look (painted finish steel) spoked (with holes) steering 
wheel and centre horn push. 

32 Interior Electrical Map light operated by door switch. 

33   Car Numbers 258001-294250, production from Aug 1971. 
Specification as per previous model, except for changes 
as follows 

 

34 Exterior Grille Revised radiator grille, similar to MKI but with black mesh, 
honeycomb insert replacing slats. Centre divider with MG 
badge. 

35 Exterior Lighting Number plate lamps moved from overriders to rear bumper. 
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36   Car Numbers 294251-360300, production from Oct 1973. 
Specification as per previous model, except for changes 
as follows. 

 

37 Interior Instrument 

Panel 

Redesigned dash, with fresh air vents in the centre of the 
facia, with radio and some switchgear moved to centre 
console below dash. 

38 Interior Console 

armrest 

Introduction of centre arm rest with storage container between 
seats. 

39 Interior Steering Wheel  Steering wheel has slotted spokes. Slots deleted from June 
1973. 

40 Interior Gearshift Gear lever knob is simulated leather. 

41 Interior Doors Arm rest door pulls. 

42   MGB Rubber Bumper Cars First car number 360301, Sept 
1974. 

43 Engine Bay Steering Steering shaft has small universal joint (no circlips) fitted into 
deeper recession in firewall. 

44 Engine Bay Engine  Engine painted black. 

45 Engine Bay Radiator  Radiator mounted same as earlier MKII cars up to car number 
386600. After this, the radiator was moved forward as in the 
MGB GT V8 cars. 

46 Exterior Bumpers Black bumpers fitted with steel reinforcement and 
strengthened mounting points. The front mounting chassis 
rails are visible in engine bay. 

47 Exterior Ride Height Ride height is 1 inch higher than chrome bumper cars. Correct 
ride height has horizontal lower wishbones. If ride height is 
lowered, bottom wishbones point upward towards the wheel. 

48 Exterior Wheels Wire wheels were not available (except on LE models). Most 
common wheel was Rostyle, which could be painted or 
chromed (optional). 

49 Interior Transmission From June 1975, after car numbers GHN5 380278 (tourer) 
and GHD5 379495 (GT), overdrive became standard 
equipment in UK cars. 

50 Underbody Battery Single 12 volt battery fitted. 

51   Build from Aug-76 

 

52 Engine Bay Radiator Electric radiator fan fitted (single fan in the UK and twin fans in 
US cars). 

53 Engine Bay Radiator Radiator header tank fitted (right hand inner guard). 

54 Engine Bay Brakes Brake Booster moved to RHS of engine bay. 

55 Exterior Headlights Halogen headlights fitted to UK cars. 

56 Exterior Windscreen Tinted glass fitted to GT. 

57 Interior Instrument 

panel 

New facia console with electric clock. 
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58 Interior Steering Wheel  Different steering rack with smaller diameter 4-spoke steering 
wheel. 

59 Interior Gear Selector Overdrive switch mounted on gear lever knob. 

60 Interior Carpet Carpet on floor, 2-speed heater fan, and pedal pad position 
altered. 

61 Underbody Stabiliser Bar Front anti-roll bar increased in diameter. Rear anti-roll bar 
fitted as standard. 

     

62   Build from Àpril 1977   

63 Interior Seat Belt Inertia reel seat belts fitted. 

     

64   Build from Jan-78 

65 Interior Door Twin door mounted speakers and aerial fitted as standard. 

66 Exterior Radio Antenna 

(Location?) 

Aerial Fitted as Standard LHS front mudguard. 

     

67     Build from June  1980  

68 Exterior Rear Fog lamp Rear fog lights fitted to UK cars. 

69   Build from Oct-80 

 

70     Limited Edition (LE) cars GHN5 522581 and GHD5 522422 on 
(last 1000 cars). Tourers painted Bronze and GTs Pewter 
Silver. Both had body stripes, front spoilers, alloy (or wire on 
the tourer) wheels, with distinctive badges. 

 

71 

     

Car Number GHN5 523001 (tourer) and GHD5 523002 (GT), 
last MGB produced, Oct 12, 1980. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

 ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGC 
AS PER MGB EXCEPT AS FOLLOWS 

EXTERIOR 
1 A-GENERAL While outwardly similar to the MGB, apart from the bonnet bulge and 15 in. 

wheels, the MGC body is completely different forward of the ‘B’ pillar, 
including the cockpit floor. This was necessary to accommodate the torsion 
bar suspension and larger engine. For example, the floor area under the 
seats is raised to accommodate the torsion bar mountings, and the front 
cross member and inner wings are unique to the MGC. 

2 BONNET The bonnet is aluminium with a bulge capped by a chrome strip. 

3 EXHAUST Exhaust system painted black. 

4 FUEL CAP Petrol cap is a vented non-lockable type with grooves around the 
circumference. 

5 GRILLE The grille is similar to the MKI MGB with slats made from one-piece pressed 
aluminium. 

6 HOOD (ROADSTER) The soft-top hood is all stitched (not welded). The standard hood was of the 
pack-away type with breakdown bows, with a permanently attached folding 
soft-top optional. The colour is black. The hood studs on the rear deck are 
fully covered with the hood erect. 

7 LIGHTING On 1968 model cars, the front park light/indicator assembly is located 2 
inches away from the grille. On 1969 model cars, the assembly is located 1 
inches away from the grille. The park/indicator light combination has the 
indicators in the inboard position. 

8 LIGHTING Headlights are Lucas-type sealed beams. 

9 MIRRORS Door mirrors were not standard, but an option. They are of different style to 
the MGB mirror, having a longer swan-neck style arm. 

10 NUMBER PLATES Number plate backing plates should be fitted front and rear, painted black. 

11 SUNROOF (GT) Sunroofs were never fitted by the factory, but were a dealer option, the most 
common style being the Webasto style. 

12 TOWING EYES From car number 8333, front towing eyes replaced by lashing brackets. 

13 UNDERBODY (Also 

refer Underbody 

section) 

The underbody was proof coated (sealer/stone guard/sound deadening) then 
painted body colour.   
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14 WHEELS Standard wheels on UK cars were ventilated 4-stud steel disc of size 5Jx15. 
Tyres were 165x15 radial. Chrome wire wheels of same size were optional. 

15 WHEELS On 1968 model cars, the centre lock wheels had chrome winged spinner 
knock-ons. On 1969 model cars, they were octagon shaped. They do not 
have the MG logo but have “undo” with arrow and “right” or “left” on RH and 
LH sides respectively. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGC 

AS PER MGB EXCEPT AS FOLLOWS 

INTERIOR 
1 ASHTRAY There is an ashtray on the tunnel forward of the gearshift and offset to 

the RH side. 
 

2 CARPET The tunnel has fitted carpet. The rear inner guards have moulded 
carpet, as do the lower part of the rear seat squabs.   
 

3 CARPET There is rubber matting on the floor (thicker than MGB mats). There is 
no covering in the boot, but the GT has a fully carpeted rear. 
 

4 DASHBOARD The dash is painted black crackle-finish paint. Instruments are Smiths. 
From car number 4126, temperature gauge reads C-N-H. 
 

5 DASHBOARD The choke control knob has a white C engraved on it. 
 

6 DOOR The trim finishing moulding around the doors is of a velour (feltex) type, 
rather than rubber as in the MGB. 
 

7 GEARSHIFT The gearshift knob is a small black ball with the shift position engraved 
in white. The chrome bezel around the gearshift hole is round. 
 

8 RADIO SPEAKER The radio speaker grille was anodised gold coloured. 
 

9 REAR VISION MIRROR From chassis number 1541, roadsters were fitted with plastic rimmed 
rear view mirrors. 
 

10 SEATS Seats are leather, with vinyl behind the seat backs. On the 1968 model, 
seats were non-reclining. On the 1969 model, the seats backs can be 
adjusted via a chrome lever on the inner side of the seat back, and the 
seats are more heavily padded. Rear cushion was a factory option in 
the GT. 
 

11 STEERING WHEEL The steering wheel is 16½ in. black leather covered with 3 chrome 
plated rods in the (approx) 20-to-4 position, and 2 chrome rods from the 
centre to the bottom. 
 

12 TRIM COLOUR Interior trim up to car number 4235 (roadster) and 4265 (GT) had 
contrasting piping, e.g. black cars had black/white piping, black/red 
piping or red/black piping. All GTs had grey headlining except Sandy 
Beige and Metallic Golden Beige which had beige headlining. All 
roadsters from 4236 had all black trim and carpets, and GTs from 4266 
had all black trim and carpets with grey headlining except Sandy Beige 
which was also available with mushroom trim and brown carpets 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 
MGC 

AS PER MGB EXCEPT AS FOLLOWS 

ENGINE BAY 
1 A-ENGINE Engine: 6 cylinder in-line OHV 29G series motor, 2912 cc capacity. Cast 

iron block and head 

2 A-ENGINE Engine colour silver-green metallic. Early models had the tappet cover 
painted in black crackle-finish, later models have the tappet cover painted 
the same colour as the block.   

3 A-ENGINE Engine number is stamped onto RH-side of block just below head joint aft 
of the alternator bracket. 

4 A-ENGINE The oil filter is a Tecalemit canister-type (not spin-off cartridge) on RHS of 
engine, and painted same as the engine colour. 

5 BRAKES From chassis number 1139, fitted with Benelux type master cylinder and 
the master cylinder box modified to suit. On RH drive cars, brake booster 
is located on LH side footwell bulkhead. On US spec cars, 2 boosters were 
fitted, one on the RH side footwell bulkhead and the second one bolted to 
the bracket under the bonnet prop locating bracket on RH inner guard. 

6 CARBURETTORS The carburettors are twin 1¾  in. S.U. Type HS6, fed by braided fuel-lines. 
On 1968 cars, a closed-circuit breather control valve, connected to a 
breather outlet pipe on the right rear engine side cover, feeds into the 
centre of the inlet manifold. On the 1969 model, the breather pipes feed 
directly into the carburettors. 

7 COOLING The radiator has the filler vent located above the front of the inlet manifold, 
with the expansion tank low on the LH inner wing just aft of the radiator 
bulkhead. The fan is 6-bladed painted yellow. 

8 COOLING All water hose clips are of dual-wire type. 

9 ELECTRICAL 12 volt negative earth electrical system. Alternator of type Lucas 16AC. On 
1968 cars, a separate voltage regulator was located on the bracket on the 
RH inner guard above the coil. On 1969 cars, the regulator as 
incorporated into the alternator. 

10 ELECTRICAL  In 1968 cars, the wiring harness was braided cloth. In 1969 cars, the 
wiring harness was wrapped in black insulating tape. 

11 ELECTRICAL From car number 4567, the front wiring harness has a plate fitted to 
protect it from the bonnet latch. 

12 HEATER In the 1968 model, the heater water valve is mounted on the heater box. In 
the 1969 model, the heater water valve is located on the LH side of the 
cylinder head. 

13 IDENTIFICATION 

PLATES 

Car identification numbers are located on LH-inner guard aft of the radiator 
bulkhead. 
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14 MANIFOLD On RH drive cars, the inlet manifold is square shaped. On US spec cars, 
the inlet manifold is curved. Other differences also apply to US spec cars 
in terms of breathing and cooling equipment. 

15 STARTER Pre-engaged starter motor Lucas type M418G. The Lucas HA12 coil is 
attached to the RH-inner just guard forward of the firewall. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 
MGC 

AS PER MGB EXCEPT AS FOLLOWS 

UNDERBODY 
1 BRAKES Brakes: Girling hydraulic, 11.06 in. discs front, 9 x 2.5 in. drums rear. Power 

boosted. 

2 FRONT 
SUSPENSION 

Suspension: Front longitudinal torsion bars with telescopic shock absorbers 
and anti-roll bar. Rear semielliptic leaf springs with double-acting leaver-arm 
Armstrong shock absorbers. All dampers painted black. 

3 GEARBOX Gearbox: 4 forward gears with synchro on 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th. Optional 
overdrive on 3rd and 4th operated by switch on the RH side of the dash. 
Reverse gearshift position is to the left and back. Different gear ratios 
between 1968 and 1969 models. 

4 REAR AXLE Salisbury-type differential. Different final drive ratio between 1968 and 1969 
models. 

5 TANK Fuel tank: 12 gallons, painted black. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGB GT  MKI and MK II   4 CYL 
EXCEPT AS NOTED BELOW, REFER ALL GUIDES FOR EQUIVALENT MODEL ROADSTER  

- INTERIOR, ENGINE BAY, EXTERIOR AND UNDERBODY 

Reference texts as follows: 

Original MGB Anders Ditlev Clausager : Motor Books International 

MGB- The Illustrated History  by Jonathan Wood and Lionel Burrell 

1 General MGB GT is essentially identical to the roadster except for the turret, windows and rear boot 

door. Interior is the same except for rear seat. 

2 Interior Carpet Rear kickboard, wheel arch and boot area 

3 Interior Sunvisor Fitted both RHS and LHS 

4 Interior Seat Belts Inertia reel optional from 1973 

5 Interior Rear window Heated from 1966.  

6 Interior Rear Seat Flat bench with fore/aft pleats.  

7 Exterior Sunroof Webasto sunroof was popular optional extra. 

8 Exterior Badges TBA 

9 Exterior Paint Colours Refer Original MGB by Anders Ditlev Clausager p 130-135 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGB GT  MKI and MK II  V8 
VARIATIONS FROM EQUIVALENT MODEL ROADSTER and GT 4 CYL- -ENGINE BAY, 

EXTERIOR, INTERIOR, AND UNDERBODY 

Reference texts as follows: 

Original MGB Anders Ditlev Clausager : Motor Books International 

MGB- The Illustrated History  by Jonathan Wood and Lionel Burrell 

1 General MGB GT is essentially identical to the roadster except for the turret, windows 

and rear boot door. Interior is the same except for rear seat. Differences to 4 

cylinder roadster listed as follows 

2     Models: Aug 1973 first V8 production produced (Car Number 
GD2D1101G) 

3     Car Number GD2D11248G - Rear number plate lights 
moved from Overriders to Bumper. 

4     Car Number GD2D11825 - Oil pressure/ water temperature 
gauge changed 

5     Car Number GD2D11956 - Last chrome bumper car. (No 
cars built with numbers from 1957 to 2100  

6     Car Number GD2D12101 - First rubber bumper car 

7     Car Number GD2D12632 - Last 1975 model car. (No cars 
built with numbers 2633 – 2700 inclusive.)  

8     Car Number GD2D12903 - Last car produced, Sept 1976 

9 Engine Bay Bonnet No rubber buffers were fitted between 2nd and 3rd bonnet 
bolts. 

10 Engine Bay Bonnet Bonnet felts were black or dark grey in colour with 2 inch 
diameter holes to clear the dashpot covers and an oblong 
cut 6 in. x 1½ in. to clear the passenger side of the radiator. 

11 Engine Bay Cables The throttle cable was not attached to the pedal box (4-
cylinder cars were) and the casing was pale duck egg blue 
(turquoise). 

12 Engine Bay Carburettors Twin SU HIFG carburettors. Air cleaners were grey 
hammertone finish. Inlet disc sponges light creamy beige. 
Inlet manifold from carburettors to inlet distribution manifold 
was black. Distribution manifold was grey. Aluminium engine 
block was not painted. Sump was black. 

13 Engine Bay Cooling Expansion tank was black with a cadmium plated cap. 

14 Engine Bay Dipstick Genuine oil dipstick had a white plastic top. 
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15 Engine Bay Electrical 12 volt negative earth electrical system. Alternator of type A 
C Delco. Lucas distributor. 

16 Engine Bay Engine Engine: V8 cylinder OHV 3528 cc capacity. Aluminium block 
and heads. 

17 Engine Bay Gearbox Gearbox: 4 forward gears with synchro on 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 
4th. Laycock overdrive on 4th only. 

18 Engine Bay ID plate Car number located on front mudguard near oil filter. 

19 Engine Bay Ignition Plug leads and rubber ends were black. Distributor cap was 
black.   

20 Engine Bay Radiator Early cars had a guard panel at the top rear of the radiator. 
On later cars, this was deleted. 3. Oil filler cap was grey. 
(Rover engines had orange caps.) 

21 Exterior Badges TBA 

22 Exterior Badges The early chrome bumper cars were identical to the 4-
cylinder cars except for a V8 badge on grille, tailgate and 
passenger mudguard, and with a BL badge also on the 
mudguard. 

23 Exterior Bumpers Overriders on chrome bumper cars had rubber inserts. 

24 Exterior Lighting Park/indicator lights on front guards should be mounted with 
the orange indicators closest to the grille. 

25 Exterior Lighting Rubber bumper cars had full orange coloured turning lights 
recessed into the front bumpers. 

26 Exterior Paint Colours Refer Original MGB by Anders Ditlev Clausager p 130-135 

27 Exterior Sunroof Webasto sunroof was popular optional extra. 

28 Exterior Wheels Wheels were 14 inch x 5J composite alloy centre with steel 
rims. 

29 Interior Carpet Rear kickboard, wheel arch and boot area 

30 Interior Carpet Transmission tunnel was carpeted. 

31 Interior Floor Sill panels were covered in rubber. 

32 Interior Floor Floor mats were rubber. 

33 Interior Gearshift Gear change knob was black leather with shift positions 
engraved on plastic insert on top. 

34 
Interior 

Instrument 

Panel 

All cars were equipped with 140 mph speedometers and 
tachometers amber lined at 5200 rpm.   

35 
Interior 

Instrument 

Panel 

All cars after GD2D11825 had oil pressure gauges from 0 – 
60 psi and C.N.H. temperature gauges. 

36 Interior Rear Seat Flat bench with fore/aft pleats.  

37 Interior Rear window Heated from 1966.  

38 
Interior 

Seat The centre seat cushion section was fabric with the edges 
and back of seat matching vinyl. 

39 Interior Seat Belts Inertia reel optional from 1973 
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40 
Interior 

Steering Wheel Steering wheel had 3 solid aluminium spokes in a leather 
covered wheel with a centre MG logo. 

41 Interior Sunvisor Fitted both RHS and LHS 

42 Underbody Battery Chrome bumper cars had two 6 volt batteries. Rubber 
bumper cars had one 12 volt battery. 

43 Underbody Brakes Brakes: Hydraulic, 272 mm solid discs front, 254 mm drums 
rear. Power assisted. 

44 Underbody Proof Coating Underbody was proof coated (sealer/stone guard/sound 
deadening) then sprayed body colour. 

45 Underbody Suspension- 

Front 

Suspension: Front independent with coil springs. Lever-arm 
dampers with anti-roll bar. Rear Salisbury type differential 
with semi-elliptic leaf springs and double-acting leaver-arm 
shock absorbers. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MG RV8 

MISCELLANEOUS DETAIL 

Models. Manufactured 12/09/1992-30/11/1995.   

European spec. Driving lights in lower front bumper No air conditioning . 

Japanese spec. Air conditioning. No driving lights. Front number plate plinth.  Rover lettering on 

lower side of mudguards. Emergency flare.  Catalytic converter warning light.  

Australian compliance spec. 6 barrel odometer. Eye level stop light on boot. Side intrusion bars 

in doors (3 types). Change of side mirror glass.  

1 Japanese Differences Air Conditioning. Air conditioning dash switch. No driving lights. 

Rover badging on bottom of front guards. Eyebrow moulding on 

front guard. Emergency flare.  

2 After Market Japanese 

add ons 

Clear front and side indicator lenses with amber bulbs. Chrome 

instrument bezels. Chrome ventilation knobs.  Chrome Windscreen 

wiper arms.  Window winders not plastic. Strong box in boot. 

3 Australian Compliance 

additions 

Six tumbler odometer. Change of external rear view mirror glass. 

Side impact intrusion bars in doors. Eye level stop light. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MG RV8 

EXTERIOR 

Models. Manufactured 12/09/1992-30/11/1995.   

European spec. Driving lights in lower front bumper No air conditioning . 

Japanese spec. Air conditioning. No driving lights. Front number plate plynth.  Rover lettering on lower 

side of mudguards. Emergency flare.  Catalytic converter warning light.  

Australian compliance spec. 6 barrel odometer. Eye level stop light on boot. Side intrusion bars in 

doors (3 types). Change of side mirror glass.  

1 Bonnet Steel. No under bonnet insulation 

2 Door Handles Push Button handles 

3 Front Grille Honeycomb painted in satin black 

4 

Hood Black canvas. Single stitched. Partially unzip able clear plastic back window. 

Mechanism by Tickford. Half tonneau in beige wit grey painted stays and carry 

bag. 

5 Lights Semi sealed Bosch H4 pattern 

6 Petrol Cap Non vented, lockable type with grooves around circumference 

7 
Rear/Front 

Bumper 

Painted in body colour 

8 Wheels AWI-Rover Alloy. 15'' X 6 J 

9 Windscreen Car number etched into windscreen 

10 
Windscreen 

Wipers 

Painted satin black 

11     
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 
ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MG RV8 

INTERIOR 

Models. Manufactured 12/09/1992-30/11/1995.   

European spec. Driving lights in lower front bumper No air conditioning . 

Japanese spec. Air conditioning. No driving lights. Front number plate plynth.  Rover lettering on 

lower side of mudguards. Emergency flare.  Catalytic converter warning light.  

Australian compliance spec. 6 barrel odometer. Eye level stop light on boot. Side intrusion bars in 

doors (3 types). Change of side mirror glass.  

1 Carpet Tan short pile. Back plastic foot panel with MG logo on drivers side 

2 
Instrument Panel Burr Elm woodgrain veneer on mdf. Switches rectangle push button 

3 Instrument Panel VDO Instruments with black bezel 

4 Instrument Panel Stereo Radio/Cassette. Some cars fitted with CD changer in boot 

5 Seats Dark Stone Leather. Reclining with for and aft adjustment 

6 
Steering Wheel Right Hand Drive only 

36 cm (14 inches). Leather 3 spoke with centre push button horn 

7 

Transmission Tunnel Dark Stone leather covered gear knob. 5 speed gear pattern. Reverse 

on bottom left for early LTT gearbox (up to vehicle #643) and bottom 

right for later R380 gearbox (vehicle #644 to end of production) 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MG RV8  

ENGINE BAY 

Models. Manufactured 12/09/1992-30/11/1995.  

European spec. Driving lights in lower front bumper No air conditioning .  

Japanese spec. Air conditioning. No driving lights. Front number plate plynth.  Rover lettering on 

lower side of mudguards. Emergency flare.  Catalytic converter warning light.  

Australian compliance spec. 6 barrel odometer. Eye level stop light on boot. Side intrusion bars 

in doors (3 types). Change of side mirror glass.  

1 
AA-General-Engine 

Bay paint colours 

Sheet metal panels painted body colour. Engine unpainted 

2 
Brake and Clutch 

Master Cylinders 

Master cylinder cap for clutch is metal. Cap for brake master 

cylinder is black plastic 

3 
Car Number Located on riveted panel on front left of valance. Also etched on 

bottom of windscreen and in water channel of boot 

4 Distributor Lucas 35 DLM8 Electronic 

5 
EFI Lucas Multi Point (Rover Hot- Wire ). Black H. T. leads. Coil is a 

Bosch 0-221-122-392 

6 Electrical System 12 volt positive earth battery located behind driver's seat 

7 Engine number Stamped on top of block near dip stick 

8 
Exhaust  Bare metal steel. 4 pipes into 1. Twin pipe system going through 

two catalytic converters and two mufflers. 

9 Generator/Alternator Unpainted Magnetti Marelli A127/65 

10 Horns Twin Lucas 

11 Labels  Correct Labels must be fitted 

12 Mudguard Bolts Bolts in water channels painted body colour 

13 Oil System Remote spin off type. Mounted to inner guard next to alternator. 

14 
Radiator Located under plastic cowl. Plastic expansion tank. Plastic filler 

plug on tube on engine 

15 
Starter Motor Inertia type 

Housing painted black 

16 Water Bottle Plastic. Located on passenger side of firewall 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MG RV8  

BOOT 

Models. Manufactured 12/09/1992-30/11/1995.   

European spec. Driving lights in lower front bumper No air conditioning . 

Japanese spec. Air conditioning. No driving lights. Front number plate plynth.  Rover lettering 

on lower side of mudguards. Emergency flare.  Catalytic converter warning light.  

Australian compliance spec. 6 barrel odometer. Eye level stop light on boot. Side intrusion 

bars in doors (3 types). Change of side mirror glass.  

1 Boot Black carpet including spare wheel cover 

2 Boot Support Rod Gas struts 

3 Sealing Rubber Crimped into place on body 

4 Spare Wheel Stowed flat on floor. Full size (205/65 15 ).  2 Wheel chocks. 1 

expander jack (single foot).1 wheel brace. Inner wheel protection  

insert 

5 Tool Roll Brown canvas with MG logo 

all tools are branded "Britool" 

     8 x spanners each with open and ring ends 

          10mm, 13mm, 16mm,17mm - 7/16", 1/2", 9/16" 5/8" 

     3 x screwdrivers  

        (1 flat & 2 Phillips head) 

     1 pr. 6" pliers 

     1 x 6" adjustable spanner all tools are branded "Britool" 

     1 x Allen key for the centre wheel cover removal  

     1 x special security wheel nut socket (the Allen key & wheel 

nut are unbranded) 

     1 x black oblong torch (approx. 6cm x 10cm x 2.5cm) with a 

rotating head 

     1 x blue & white battery removal strap. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MIDGET 

EXTERIOR 
1 Bumpers Facelift MkIII GAN 5-  Slim line bumpers. 

2 Bumpers Facelift MkIII GAN 5-  Rear bumper in two parts with number plate lights on 
end. 

 

3 Bumpers MkIV - GAN 6- Black polyurethane bumpers. 

 

4 Grille Facelift MkIII GAN 5- New grille in pressed black metal. 

 

5 Mouldings Facelift MkIII GAN 5-Waist trim and bonnet strip deleted. 

 

6 Rear Lights Facelift MkIII GAN 5- Flatter rear lights. 

 

7 Reversing Lights MkIII  GAN4–  Reversing lights from Sept 1967. 

 

8 Wheels Facelift MkIII GAN 5- All English MKIIIs has steel disc wheels. Wire wheels 
were factory option. All Australian built cars had wire wheels. In Dec 1968, 
eared knock-ons were changed to octagonal knock-ons. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 
MIDGET 

INTERIOR 
1 Carpet Models MkI  GAN–101 to GAN2–25787  Rubber matting. 

2 Instrument 
panel 

Models MkI  GAN–101 to GAN2–25787  Sprite MkI dashboard. 

3 Seat Belts MkIV - GAN 6- Inertia reel seat belts on English cars from April 1977 
(GAN5–193666).   

4 Seats Facelift MkIII GAN 5- New reclining seats with horizontal fluting in black only 
Dec 1968. 

5 Steering 
Wheel 

Models MkI  GAN–101 to GAN2–25787   2 spoke steering wheel. 

6 Steering 
Wheel 

Mk II: GAN3–25788 to GAN3–52389: 3 double spoke steering wheel. 

7 Trim MkIII  GAN4 and later–Red and black trim only. Red deleted Dec 1968. 

8 Trim Facelift MkIII GAN 5-Heat embossed interior trim, plastic winders and door 
pulls.  

9 Windows Mk II: GAN3–25788 and later: Wind up windows 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 
MIDGET 

ENGINE BAY 
1 Carburettors MkIII  GAN4 ‘Cooking Pot’ air cleaners with “Coopers” labels. 

2 Cooling MkIII  GAN4– Change from vertical flow to cross flow radiator late 1967. 

3 Cooling MkIII  GAN4  Thermostat cover is flattened and should align with radiator 
inlet pipe. Radiator fan is six bladed yellow plastic. 

4 Ducting MkIII  GAN4  Air ducting is ribbed black plastic pipe, with a plain section 
about 12ins long in the centre. 

5 Electrical Facelift MkIII GAN 5-Alternators were introduced to Australian built cars 
from YGN/1000 (April 1969) and UK cars from GAN5– 128263 (Dec 1972). 

6 Emission 
Controls 

MkIII  GAN4 Engine breather hose only from timing cover and connected 
to PCV valve or carburettors. 

7 Engine MkIII  GAN4  Engine should be either 12CC or 12CE and painted light 
metallic green with MG label on tappet cover. 

8 Hardware Facelift MkIII GAN 5- Telescopic bonnet and boot supports from June 
1970. 

9 Heater Facelift MkIII GAN 5-Heater and blower units combined into single unit 
Sept 1970. 

10 ID plates  MkIII  GAN4  ID plates mounted on firewall on left side. 

11 Master Cylinder 3.    Models MkI  GAN–101 to GAN2–25787 Combined brake/clutch 
master cylinder. 

12 Master Cylinder MkIII  GAN4– Separate brake and clutch master cylinders. 

13 Oil Cooler MkIII  GAN4  Oil cooler hoses retained by bracket on fan shroud to clear 
air ducting. 

14 Washer bottle MkIII  GAN4 Washer bottle mounted on radiator shroud panel on left. 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 

ORIGINALITY GUIDE 
MIDGET 

UNDERBODY 
      

1 Rear Springs Models MkI  GAN–101 to GAN2–25787  ¼ elliptic rear springs 

 

2 Rear Springs Models Mk II GAN3–25788 and later: Semi Eliptic rear springs 
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MG Car Club Vic CONCOURS MANUAL 
ORIGINALITY GUIDE 

MGF, MGTF 
ENGINE BAY 

1  AA - General All sheetmetal painted body colour with primer visible 

Engine including head and all components unpainted 

2  Boot Lid Underside is painted body colour 

3  Mesh Cover MGF has opening cover on LHS and fixed cover on RHS 

MG TF has no covers. 

4 Air Cleaner Hose to throttle body has two large clamps, not zip ties. 

5  Hoses All hoses have spring clamps. 

6  ID Plate Fitted on vertical face of boot rearwall/engine bay panel at top LHS behind carpet 

7  Wiring Loom All covered in black plastic tape. 

   

BOOT - REAR 
1 Panel Surfaces All painted body colour 

2 Carpet/Mat All walls & floor covered with a moulded grey carpet/mat 

3 Luggage Retainer A mesh retainer is attached to the rear wall 

No mesh retainer on MG TF models. 

   

BOOT - FRONT 
1 1 Panel Surfaces All painted body colour 

2 2. Bonnet Prop Black gloss paint. Sticker showing where to locate prop when erected glued to underside 

of bonnet lid. 

3 3 Wiring Loom All covered in black plastic tape. 

4 4 Horn(s) Duel on MGF, Single on MG TF 

5 5 ID Plates VIN plate riveted to LHS inner guard. 

ROVER Group Plate glued to panel behind ABS unit. 

6 6 Brake Booster Black gloss paint finish.  Clear plastic reservoir with black plastic cap. 

7 7 ABS Pipes Jungle green colour 

8 8 Interior Lamp Only fitted to MGF. NA on MG TF 

9 9 Spare Wheel Retained by red cap on MGF and yellow cap on MG TF 

10 10 Air 

Conditioning 

Where fitted, R134 sticker on upper radiator mounting panel 

11 11 Battery White plastic protector covering positive terminal 

12 12 Steering Rack 

Plastic cover 

Secured by 4 nuts and 1 screw. 

13 13 Tool Kit Large black heavy duty plastic bag containing  

● Scissor type jack-  

● Wire type jack handle painted black 

● Wheel nut dummy key lock cap removing tool 
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